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(U) It is impossible to separate an aircraft from its
piloti ind support personnel since they constitute a team'
i,tor is it posiiute io aescr.ibe that team without consider-
itg th. otiini zationat and operati onal devel opments whi ch

affected the team's performance. This volume'is a narrative
of the birth and growth of the RF-10.| C Voodoo' its entry
into the conflict in Southeast Asia, th6-!i6wth of the
reconnaissance force, the problems encountered' and the
factors wh.ich ev!nirifiV-flrced its withdrawal from combat.

(U) Th'is study has been prepare-d Py I:lliam H'

Greenfraign, historiin on the staff of the Albert F' Simpson

Hi stori cal Research Center, Maxwel 1 Ai r Force Base ' Al abama'

Designated AFsHRc Historicit Study No' .!49, this historicallv
Oocuiented analysis'i s one of a cont'i nuing series in progress
at the Center.

JCHN !l. HUSTON
Major General, USAF
Chief,0ffice of Air Force HistorY
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CHAPTER I .. THE VOODOO

(U) Although 'it had been thought of at the end of World

blar II, the McDonnell RF-lOl Voodoo was not avai'lable for the

Korea police action, but it was ready for the conflict in South-

east Asia (SEA). One of the firit tactical jet aircraft to take

part in military operations over Laos and North Vietnam' it

performed assigned tasks well ' A day reconnaissance aircraft' 'it

nevertheless functioned fairly wel'l jn all-weather conditions and

eventually deve'lo.ped a limited night photographic capabi'lity' Its

cameras produced photography from which the photo interpreters

extracted much of the inte.lligence informat.ion necessary for bomb-

ing North V'ietnam and planning mi'litary operations in Laos' Cambodia'

and South Vietnam.

DeveloPment of lhe Voodoo

(U) The Air Force traditionallv has modified fighter' T6fiu""' o"

transport a'ircraft to obtain its reconnaissance aircraft' and the

Voodoo was no except'ion. Conceived in the final months of World

l,lar II, it took 12 years to come to life and several more years to

ach'ieve the recognition it deserved'

(U) Having manufactured parts and major components for a

number of aircraft during World l,lar II' the young McDonnell Ajrcraft

Corporation ioined the giants of the aircraft industry' responding

to a .|945 Air Corps requirement for a penetration fighter' Influenced



by captured German data on jet and rocket propulsion for aircraft,
design work began in June r946. The McDonneil factory ultimatery

built two prototypes--the xF-8g and the xF-ggA--and began test
flights in October 1948. A limited postwar budget and changes

in Air Force requirements caused a cancellation of the XF-gg

project in 1950.

(U) A year 'later, as the Strategic Air Comnand (SAC) phased

in the 8-36 as the mainstay of its bombing force, the Air Force

called for an escort fighter. In 1953, sAC altered the requirement

to a strategic fighter capable of delivering nuclear weapons, caus-

ing diversions, and fighting off enemy interceptors. McDonnell

Aircraft corporation redesigned the xF-gg to carry Iarger engines,

lengthened the fuselage to provide additional fuel storage, and

submitted its strategic fighter proposal. The new aircraft,
designafid the F-l0lA, was the first Air Force fighter designed to

be supersonic.

ts? Army Air Force headquarters earlier had asked the Air
Materiel corunand (AMC) to examine the possibility of'converting

the xF-88 to a reconnaissance aircraft with interchangeable nose

sections to allow one airframe to function alternately as a fighter
or reconnaissance aircraft. If the designer could devise both

gun and reconnaissance noses that maintenance crews could inter-
change in the fie'ld, the XF-88 could become a truly versatile

aircraft. As the xF-88 project fell victim to the economy campaign,

the interchangeable nose idea also died.l

ffi,
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F) The XF-88 returned to the drawing boards as the F-]01.

The Air Research and Development Cormand (ARDC) in June 1952

asked the l.lright Air Development Center (tiADC) to determine

whether interchangeable noses could permit the F-l0l to operate

alternately as a reconnaissance aircraft and a fighter. Two

factors seemed to preclude such versatility. First, the layout

of a reconnaissance cockpit differed from that of a fighter air-

craft, and any combination of the two would be overcomplicated.

Further, a reconnaissance nose to hold the 36-inch focal length

KA-l cameras would be so big that it would unbalance the whole

airframe and interfere with the air intakes. A 29-foot intdithange-

able no,se and cockpit section was considered briefly, but its

length would have created new problems.2

({t ARDC on 17 october .|953 published its requirements for

a reconnaissance version of the F-l0lA, but made no mention of

interchangeable noses. It asked for a reconnaissance aircraft

capable of both day and night photography, carrying the same naviga-

tion system as the F-10.|, an ultra high frequency (Uuf) cormand

radio set, and a chaff dispenser. The aircraft would carry no

armament.3

e) Personnel from Air Force headquarters, ARDC, and AMC

conferred on 4 December 
.|952 

and on 27 January 
.|953 to select the

cameras, viewfinder, electronic equipnent, and other specialized

subsystems for the RF-101. They asked the builder to stow the
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photoflash cartridges interna'l'ly, if possible, to eliminate.the

need for external ejector pods. They also had learned that

McDonnel'l Aircraft Corporation had developed for the Navy's FZH-ZF

a lighter and 'less expensive camera control system capab'le of

handling more cameras than the RF-lOl would carry, and asked that

the builder consider using it in the RF-101. In April, the Air

Force asked that the designers add a radar altimeter to the RF-l0l

equipment, and a month later asked them to delete the 600-pound

AN/APN-82 electronic nav'igation system, leav'ing only a ground

position ind'icator and a manual course-and-distance computer.4

p) As the design work neared completion, the Air Force in

July 1953 asked McDonnell Aircraft Corporation to quote a firm

price for two YRF-I0lA's,28 RF-l0lA's, and 56 F-l0lA's, delivery

to beg'in in June 1955. Two months later (September 1953), the Air

Force issued a Fiscal Year (FY) 1954 procurement directive for 86

F-l0l aircraft and received l,lcDonnell's price and delivery proposal.

AMC on l0 November authorized McDonnell to modify two F-l0lA's into

YRF-IO'IA's to satisfy the FY 1954 procurement plan, and in June 1954

amended the contract to cQver the changed production schedule.5

(U) Eecause of the size of the KA-l cameras' one of the

designer's greatest problems had been the requirement to carly

all cameras in the nose. The proiect office finally permitted the

designers to move the KA-'l split-vertical cameras to the rear of

the cockpit where the deeper fuselage could accormodate their bulk.



ARDC also specified that the contractor install the universal

camera contro'l system because it believed the newer Navy system

to be "too experimental." AMC approved the new configuration on

6l3 January '1954. "

(U) As approved, the RF-]0]A was slightly 'longer and much

sleeker than the F-l0lA. The reconnaissance nose held four

cameras and a viewfinder, whi1e the two 36-inch focal length KA-l

cameras had a separate bay behind the pi1ot, but ahead of the fue'l

tanks. The RF-l0l also carried a UHF conrnand radio; a direction

finder; an identification, friend or foe (IfF) set; an omni-range

navigation receiver; a ground position indicator; and a radar

a'ltimeter. Because there was no room in the airframe, the

des'igners made no provis'ion for internal stowage of photoflash

cartridges or ejectors, and the RF-l0l became a day reconnaissance

ai rcraft. T *r.,1

3 Faced with rapidly shrinking funds' the Air Force on

'16 April 1954 issued a product'ion stop order for all a'ircraft

being procured for FY 1954. Work remained at a standstill until

2 November 
.|954, 

when AMC told McDonnell to resume production.

The first YRF-lOl ro'lled off the production line in May 1955 and

flew for the first time during the week of 3 July.8

F) Rapidly changing concepts in the cold war years caused

turnpil in the production and procurement of military aircraft'

includ'ing the RF-10.|. In December 1955, Air Force headquarters

id,



transferred the RF-l0l reconnaissance units, not yet activated,

from SAC to Tactical Air Command (TAC). Inevitably, the transfer

spawned other aircraft configuration changes, such as TAC,s

request for five more pieces of electronic equipment to establish

an air-to-ground cormunications capability for tactical missions.

The contractor was forced to make structural changes to aircraft
under construction, and to plan further alterations for airframes

not yet begun. TAC final'ly provided its operational concept of

RF-lOl employment in July'1956, and on 8 August, AMC told McDonnell

Aircraft Corporation to make further changes in the RF-l0l airframe

to meet TAC's requirements. Among the more significant changes

was a TAC decision that the RF-l0l carry two external pods loaded

with electronic counterreasures (ECM) equipment, the standard

fighter ECM pods developed by North American Aviation.9

A As a result of the many design changes and equipment

additions, the contractor gradually had strengthened the aircraft

and increased its capability. The first F-l0lA's and RF-l0lA's

were designed with a maneuvering load factor of 6.33 times the

force of gravity (e), Uut later ajrcraft were built to a 7.33

factor. Because the F-l0.|8 designation already had been assigned

to a two-place interceptor version of the Voodoo designed for the

Air Defense Cormand (ADC), the project office in June 1956.gcom-

mended that the Air Force redesignate RF-l0lA's numbered 56-.|62

through 56-231 as RF-l0lC's to show that they were built to the



higher G strength factor. Three months later, the Air Force made

the redesignation official.l0 Various additional contract

charges raised the total production to 203 by January 1959.

|| McDonnell had completed production of 203 RF-'101's by

January '1959, inc'luding two YRF-'lOl prototypes and four RF-l0lA's

for Nationalist China under the Military Assistance Program (MP).

During the test phase, a number of systems and individual parts

had failed--primarily in the autopilot, hydraulic system, viewfinder,

and control system actuating cylinders. The contractor promptly

corrected each fau'lt, and replaced defective parts with better
l1

designed items. "
(U) Air Force headquarters on 22 March '1957 announced that

it had assigned RF-l0lA's to an operational wing at Shaw Air Force
12

Base,'- and as quickly as RF-l0l's came off the production line in
St. Louis, A'ir Force headquarters assigned them to one of nine

tactica'l reconnaissance squadrons. In addition to three squadrons

at Shaw Air Force Base and four in France, Pacific Air Forces (PACAF)

scheduled its l5th Tactica:l Reconnaissance Squadron at Kadena Air

Base, 0kinawa, and the 45th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron at

Misawa Air Base, Japan, to convert from RF-84F's to RF-'|01C's. The

l5th Tactica'l Reconnaissance Squadron completed its conversion and

became operational with the new aircraft in January 1959, and the

45th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron followed 2 months later. The

RF-l0lC was the only modern Air Force tact'ical reconnaissance

aircraft in the western pacific in 1959.13
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The Reconnoissonce Voodoo

(U) A single-place, twin-jet aircraft with sweptback wings

and tail surfaces, the RF-1OIC was powered by two Pratt and

l.|hitney J-57-P-13 engines, rated at 15,000 pounds of thrust each

with afterburner, which gave it a cornbat speed of875 knots in

basic mission configuration. Even under full power without after-

burner (i.e., military power), it had an exceptional rate of

climb and was highly maneuverab'le. Its physical characteristics
&;ffiF,'ffi

are shown below:

}Jing Span 39.7 feet

Length 69.3 feet

Height 18.0 feet

Weight - Empty 26,136 pounds

- Combat.

- Takeoff

36,586 pounds

48,.|33 pounds

3,.|50 gallonsFue'l (,lP-4)

O It carried its 20,475 pounds of JP-4'fuel in fuselage

and w'ing tanks and in two 45O-gallon external drop tanks. It had

a retractab'le refue'ling probe recessed into the forward fuselage

and a refueling receptacle atop the fuselage aft of the cockpit,

making possible aerial refue'ling with either the probe-and-drogue

or the flying boom method.l4

(U) The designers put the two engines in the bottom of the

fuselage to improve access for maintenance and installed speed

:*qf,Fsffi*F1
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brakes and a drag chute in the aft portion. The cockpit had 5.0

pounds per square inch (psi) differential pressurization' pressure

suit connections, an oxygen system, air-conditioning and heating'

and an eiection seat. The nose gear was steerab'le, and a hydraulic

system operated the tricycle landing gear and the flight controls.l5

f|| Some pilots thought the MB-l autopilot reacted too

abruptly to changes in orientation, but worked well at altitudes

from 500 to 42,000 feet. Because the Air Force had e'liminated the

planned AN/APN-82 e'!ectronic navigation system, the aircraft had

very 'limited al'l-weather capability. The AN/ASN-6 automatic

navigat'ion computer did not provide sufficient data to assist the

pilot, and the AN/ARN-I4 omnirange receiver rvas useful only over

friendly territory where range stations were available. The

AM-25 direction finder worked well on clear channels, but the

pjlots considered it unreliable in areas of high signal density'

The drift computer bui'lt into the viewfinder was usable only in

visual flight rules (VFR) weather, and even then was seldom more

accurate than forecast winds. Navigation accuracy depended almost

entirely upon the skj'll and ingenuity of the pilot.

(U) Maintenance personnel liked its easily removed panels

that provided quick access to 95 percent of the components that

normally required base-level maintenance, and claimed that the

RF-lolc was much easier to maintain than the RF-84F it replaced.

0perations people said it was a good weapon system' and the
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pilots ljked the r.ray it handled.l6 0n1y 4 pounds of force and a

very slight st'ick movement sufficed for takeoff, a sharp contrast

to the high stick forces and full rearward stick displacement

needed for the RF-84F. Takeoff usual ly rr,as accomplished without

afterburner because normal power provided €xcellent acceleration

and good climb speed. Most pilots felt at ease in the RF-IOT', a

responsive and stable aircraft with excellent cockpit visibility.
Although tests indicated that it was not as stable a camera plat-

form as the RF-84F, it produced excellent photogruphy.lT

(U) Because tactical reconnaissance missions required

frequent and rapid altitude changes, the resulting extremes of

temperature forced the designers to provide insulation, heat,

cooling, and dehumidified air for all camera bays. A relatively

stable temperature and dry air rvere necessary to prevent expansion

and contraction of 'lens cones, which could cause out-of-focus

photography, and to avo'id moisture condensation on the cameras and

camera windows. To prevent fogging of the latter, the Air Force

specified that the camera windows be specially coated and heated.

The coat'ing reduced light transmission proper:ties of the glass by

almost 20 percent, causing serious fi'lm underexposure until an

adjustment in the LA-15 computer porver supply compensated for the

)ight 1oss. It also r.,as necessary to double the filter factor on

the oblique cameras to compensate for the coating. Heater fila-

nrents in the camera windorvs never \.,ere connected, but apparently

u1{CtASStHED
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caused some image degradation by reflecting extraneous Iight

into the camera l"nres.l8

The RF-l0l Comeros

(U) Although the Air Force had selected for the RF-101 only

those cameras considered best for the assigned mission, they began

experimenting with new cameras almost at once. Throughout the life
of the RF-l0.|, its camera configuration underwent almost continuous

modification to improve the existing sensors or to try new ones.

The results were not always good, but each change taught the Air

Force. An examination of the original cameras, controls, and

accessories provides a sound basis for understanding 'later changes

and improvements.

(U) Most Air Force aerial cameras in 1959 consisted of a

lens cone, body, and film magazine or cassette. The body usually

contained electrical connections, heaters, motors, and gears for

driving the magazines, and mechanisms for winding and tripping the

shutters. The lens cone held the lens at the precise focal distance

from the film plane, and in most cameras also housed the shutter and

diaphragm. The film magazine contained supply and takeup spools

for the fi'lm, a film plane, and some mechanism for insuring that

the film was in the proper position at the instant of exposure. In

film magazines with 'image motion compensation, a drive mechanism

moved the fjlm at the instant of exposure to synchronize exactly

with ground image movement. For the RF-]0]C, the Air Force had

t)
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chosen framing cameras that produced a square or rectangular
negative with each instantaneous exposure. The framing cameras
in the RF-101c had interchangeab're rens cones which permitted the
substitution of different focar rength renses to adapt the cameras
to changing requirements and circumstances. Later panoramic
r.ameras wound the film past a slit during exposure as a synchronized
lens or prism moved to change the image.

(U) For the small nose compartrnent of the RF_l0lC, the Air
Force chose a l2-inch focal length KA-2 framing camera for forward
oblique photography on "dicing" missions--frown at extremery Iow
altitudes for the specific purpose of obtaining nose or side oblique
photographs. The camera featured a Rapidyne between-the-lens shutter
with high shutter speeds and remotery adjustable shutter speed and
lens aperature' The M-2's standard or image motion conpensation
(Ililc) magazines with recycle times of 1.75 or 0.6 seconds,
respectively, produced g-inch square negatives. The nose camera
produced particularly spectacular photography at low altitudes with
high aircraft speeds.

(U) A larger camera compartment just ahead of the cockpit
contained 6-inch focal. length M_2 cameras in a fan array of a
vertical, Ieft obligue, and right oblique. Basically, the same
cameras as the nose camera but with shorter rens cones, the three
M-2's photographed a side-to-side swath from horizon to horizon
with overlap between the three negatives. unfortunately, when the
pilot used the three cameras with A-gB standard magazines and a

u]{cus.stFFn
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ful'l load of 390 feet of film at]ow a'ltitudes and high aircraft

speeds, the short recycle time caused the drive motors to shear

gears. When the recycle time was long enough, however, or when

the film load was cut in half, the cameras operated effectively

and produced excellent photography at a'lmost any altitude or speed.

Three M-46 cameras could replace the M-2 cameras for night photog-

raphy if sqne means were devised to carry and eject the photoflash

cartridges. The second compartment offered the greatest potential

for arranging modifications of the camera system, providing plenty

of roqn for the installation of larger caneras and infra-red,

radar, and I aser equi Fent. I 9

(U) In the compartment behind the pilot, two M-l catneras

were mounted as split verticals, each camera set s'lightly off

vertical so the two images overlapped jn the center and covered

about 28o each side of the optical centerline. The mounts could

accmnodate either 24-inch or 36-inch lens cones, and the 9-inch

by l8-inch KA-1 negatives vrere popular with the photo interpreters

and Army users. The cameras proved effective at high speeds and

'low altitudes on day reconnaissance missions, particularly when

using the A-28 IMC ragariner.20

(U) A viewfinder provided the pilot a look at the ground

below and foruard. At altitudes less than 5,000 feet, an attached

LA-'|9 image velocity detector computed the velocity/height ratio

and fed it to the camera contro'l system, which then compensated

t)
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Close-up of the RF-tCl nose section showing camera instal lations.
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(U ) Ihe RF-l 0l wi th cameras and
camera equipment. Cameras used
with this aircraft included the
KA-l 36-inch (9X18-inch format),
the KA-2 6-inch tri-metrogon
(9X.|8-inch f ormat), tne fA-2
l2-inch forward oblique, and the
KA-45 (4t-. by 4!-inch format).

nt.t0t cAmnA ttsIAllAItOltS
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for focal length and camera depression angle to establish the

image motion compensation rate and exposure interval. The B-2

terrain 'light detector fed ground illumination data into the

contro'l system where preset film speed ratings and filter factors

determined the proper aperatures to be automatically set into each

camera. In addition, the pilot could use the LA-21 master control

to set exposure interva'l or 'lens aperature. Under normal conditions'

the simplified camera control system (SCCS) provided virtually

automatic operation, determining and setting proper exposure'

negative overlap, and image motion compensation.2l

{|l Because the RF-]0]C was unarmed, the Air Force gave it
the best passive defense equipment produced. An AN/APS-54 set

gave an audio and visuai warning of radar s'ignals. Supposedly

capable of determining whether the radar was ahead of or behind

the RF-101C and whether the signal was of the sweep orlock-on

type, the set al1owed the pilot to mlke a qu'ick threat analysis

and take appropriate evasive action. Unfortunate'ly' the test

pilots found the set qu'ite worthless because in the test environ-

nent, the light and audio signa'ls activated almost constantly,

making bona fide signal recognition impossible.22

(U) As initia'lly configured, the RF-l0l was a marginally

effective day reconnaissance aircraft with many shortcomings but

considerable promise. It was fast and maneuverab'le, but its

photographic system needed improvement. Its camera bays were
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large enough to accormodate better cameras and other types of

sensors, a potentia'l misused on more than one occasion. The

Voodoo attained operational status in the western Pac'ific with

a limited capability and a mediocre reputation, but it was the

most modern tactica] reconnaissance aircraft in the Air Force.

uilctAsslFlED "'
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CHAPTER II -- VOODOOS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

(U) In .|959, 
PACAF converted two tactical reconnaissance

squadrons in the western Pacific to RF-l0lC Voodoo aircraft.

lrlith wor'ld attentjon centered on the power struggle between the

Comnunist and Western nations and military planning oriented

toward all-out nuclear warfare, the Voodoos landed on the rim of

a region that soon became the arena for the next military conf'lict

'invol vi ng U. S. forces.

Southeost Asio

(U) Southeast Asia (SEA) in .|959 
was of secondary concern

to most of the wor1d, even though an independence movement had

been deve'lop'ing for several years. France had surrendered its

contro'l over Laos, Cambodia, and Vietnam, a region most familiar

to the average American as Indochina. Neighboring Thailand' the

storied S'iam, was fiercely independent, a land of temples, elephantsi

and exotic landscapes. It was all distant, indistinct, and un-

important in the eyes of most Americans. Unfortunately' the

s'inmering pol'itical struggle in SEA would soon draw the United

States into a conf'lict that would tear at the very fiber of

American society. U.S. diplomats and military p'lanners were

concerned that they might not recognize new danger s'i9na1s from

the area because they had so little current information about

SEA. Because aerial reconnaissance alone could solve many of

the riddles, it became one of the first intel'ligence collection

methods used.

UilCTASSIFIED
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(U) An understanding of the geography and climate is

essential to any eva1uation of the problems and accomplishments

of the RF-l0lC Voodoo in SEA. As used herein, the term SEA

includes Laos, Vietnam, Cambodia, and Thailand, a mountainous

peninsula jutting southward from the corner of the Asian land

mass. Three rivers--the Red in the northeast, the Mekong in the

center and south, and the Chao Phraya in Thailand--simultaneously

divide and unite the region, providing inexpensive water trans-

portation but impeding overland travel. Their deltas, particularly

that of the Mekong, produce enough food in normal times to provide

a surplus for export. Vegetation in SEA varies from open savannah

to dense tropical rain forest with trees as tall as 200 feet and

doub'le or triple tree canopies. The jungle provides idea'l cover

for ground activity and makes aerial observation extremely difficu1t.

(U) High temperatures and humidity throughout the year

characterize the monsoon climate of the region. Twice each year,

the prevailing winds reverse direction, producing dry and rainy

seasons of roughly equal 'lengths. Along the east coast, the rainy

weather includes long periods of low clouds, fog, and constant

drizzle--known locally as crachin weather--which inhibit or halt

aerial reconnaissance operations. Pacific typhoons occasionally

strike the Vietnamese coast, creating several days of poor weather

before they lose their strength or head back out to sea. Burning

rice fields and natural forest fires cause dense haze over much

ul{ctAssrFrED
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of the pen'insula for several weeks each year, again inhibiting

aerial reconnaissance over much of Laos and North Vietnam'l

The Growth of Conflicf

(U) Nationalist sentiment grew in Vietnam during World

l.lar II, nourished by strong anti-Japanese feeling and the removal

of French control. Ho Chi Minh, a Nationalist as well as a

Cormunist, led the independence movement that continued after

the French returned. Although they granted limited independence

within the French Union to Laos and Cambodia, the French maintained

close control over Vietnam. When Ho's Genera'l Vo Nguyen Giap

defeated the French force at remote Dien Bien Phu, the struggle

entered a new phase.

(U) Split into two parts by the 1954 Geneva agreements,

Vietnam continued to experience terror and suffering as North

Vietnam launched a campaign to subvert South Vietnam's independ-

ence and interfere with the internal politics of Laos. By 1959,

the insurgent Viet Cong were increasingly active in South Vietnam;

Pathet Lao and North Vietnamese forces threatened the RoYal.

Laotian Government, and neutral Cambodia leaned toward closer

relations with North Vietnam. The International Control Cormis-

sion (ICC), estab]ished by the Geneva Agreements to monitor

flareups and report violations, failed to censure the Conrnunist

aggressi on.

uilchfisslFrtrr
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Aeriol Reconnoissonce

F| Laos first bore the brunt of North Vietnamese aggres-

sion as Pathet Lao and North Vietnamese troops seized two

northern provinces in 1954 and systematically moved into the

Plain of Jars. Eecause the t'iny Royal Laotian Air Force (RLAF)

had no aerial reconnaissance capability, the government sought

help from the United States. Not yet directly involved, the

United States did not dare use mi'litary reconnaissance aircraft,

even though it recognized the urgent need for intel'ligence. The

U.S. Ajr Attache in Saigon was also accredited to V'ientiane,

traveling between the two capitals frequently. Because his VC-47

transport aircraft had a K-l7C aerial camera in a vertical mount

and a hand-held K-20 camera for oblique photographs, he became

the U.S. reconnaissance force in SEA. Deviating slightly from

his normal course, he photographed road junct'ions, fords, air

strips, and other objectiyes requested by the Royal Laotian

Government. The older aircraft and camera combination produced

good photography that provided considerable intelligence concern-

ing the hostile forces.2

F) During January and February 1961, the Royal Thai Air

Force (RTAF) flew six reconnaissance sorties over Lao! w'ith RT-33

aircraft. Because of their higher speed and better maneuverabil-

ity, the iet aircraft had a greater probability of survival in

the small arms environment of the Pathet Lao regions of Laos'
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and their improved camera configuration produced far betteft

photography than that of the old VC-47 transport. A modifica-

tion of the Lockheed T-33 jet trainer, the RT-33 had a camera

nose similar to that of the Korea-era RF-80, but a wire

recorder and other e'lectronic equ'ipment rep'laced the trainer's

rear seat. Furnished to many nations under the MAP' the RT-33

had a .|,500-mile range and good speed. It was an ideal

reconnaissance aircraft for 'limited war conditions. The United

States decided to use U.S. Air Force crews to carry out the

reconna'i ssance missions.3

fff In early Apri1, the State Department notified Ambassador

l,|inthrop G. Brown in Vientiane that the Air Force was moving an

RT-33 to a Thai airfield to f1y reconnaissance sorties over Laos

and other portions of SEA as needed. Nicknamed Project Fig'ld

Goal, the RT-33 and support personnel arrived at Udorn Royal

Air Force Base (RTAFB) on 17 April 1961 to f1y aerial reconnais-

sance missions to support the requirements of the u.S. attaches

and friend]y governments. PACAF chose barren udorn RTAFB because

it was the Thai base closest to Laos. The l5th Tactical

Reconnaissance Squadron at Kadena Air Base, Okinawa, and the

45th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron at Misawa Air Base' Japan'

provided experienced reconnaissance pi'lots for 45-day periods to

fly the RT-33 missions. The first Field Goa'l sortje on 24 April

l96l was highly successfu't, and the detachment completed 15

A

sorties before the ICC stopped the f'lights on l0 May.'
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(t Because Nationalist China had been flying RF-l0lA

a'ircraft over Conununist China since '1957, the Voodoo was no

stranger to the region. Four TAC RF-I01C's, part of an exercise

in the Philippines, deployed to Don Muang on 6 June 1960 to

photograph 10 objectives in Thailand for the Royal Thai Govern-

ment.5 Three RF-lOlC's from Kadena Air Ease were f'lown to Takh'li

RTAFB on I March 196l to participate in the Southeast Asia Treaty

0rganization (SEATO) Exercise Air Bull, but remained aloof from

the Laos situation. After participating in an air show at Tan

Son Nhut Air Base, they returned to Kadena Air Base on 9 March.6

The Air Force had not committed the Voodoo to combat. '..'f

Pipe Stem

A A request from the Government of South Vietnam for

U.S. Air Force participation in an air show at Tan Son Nhut Air

Base in 0ctober 1!16l provided an opportun'ity to move RF-l0lC's

into SEA legal'ly. Sent from Kadena Air Base on short notice,

four RF-10'lC's from the l5th Tactica'l Reconnaissance Squadron

landed at Tan Son Nhut Air Base on 18 0ctober, only to learn

that the South Vietnamese Government had cancelled the air show.

Support'aircraft already had brought in maintenance and support

personnel, tools, supplies, and a photo processing celt (PPC);

the Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF) haa allocated ramp space,

bi'lletin9, and support facilities. The Pipe Stem Task Force,

as the detachment had been nicknamed, was ready to f1y.7
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O On one of its frequent rampages, the Mekong River

overflowed its banks and f'looded most of the delta in South

Vietnam, causing widespread damage and extensive human suffering.

At the request of the Government of South Vietnam, the Cormander

in Chief, Pacific Command (CINCPAC) told the Pipe Stem Task Force

to stay at Tan Son Nhut Air Base for 8 days to photograph"'tfle

flooded areas. At the same time, the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS)

told the task force to photograph certain objectives in Laos--

including the Plain of Jars and the Ho Chi Minh Trai'l--to satisfy

the intelligence needs of a variety of U.S., Laotian, and South

Vietnamese political and mi'litary agencies. The first sortie

on 21 0ctober brought the RF-101C's into the SEA war.8

pf eipe Stem aircraft and personnel belonged to Fifth Air

Force, but while in SEA they came under the operational contro'l

of Thirteenth Air Force from 'its headquarters at Clark Air Base

in the Philippines. Major General Theodore R. Mi'lton, Thir-

teenth Air Force commander, directed the Pipe Stem Task Force

to photograph Tchepone Airfield on 23 0ctober, apparently to

confirm intel'ligence gathered from other sources. The RF-101C's

flew four sorties over Tchepone that day, bringing back photo-

graphic proof that Soviet IL-.|4 transport aircraft were pa*iphut-

ing supplies to the Pathet Lao and North Vietnamese. Two

RF-lOlC's on 25 October again photographed a single IL-14 over

Tchepone, but encountered fairly accurate antiaircraft fire.

a
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0nce more the photography showed the position of the drop;tpara-

chutes on the ground and in the a.ir, aircraft identification

markings, and the heading taken by the departing aircraft. When

he saw the photographs, President John F. Kennedy ordered the

reconnaissance sorties continued.9

A Although prepared only for a short stay, the pipe

Stem Task Force received some supplies and equipment and a few

additional personnel from Okinawa and the philippines. Fuel was

particularly scarce, and even careful rationing could not prevent

occasiona'l grounding of one or more aircraft. Fortunately, the

weather remained excellent over South Vietnam and generally good

over Laos, enabling the task force to achieve a high percentage

of success. Because Tchepone was only 30 minutes from TaltniSon

Nhut Air Base, and the farthest objective in the Plain of Jars

about an hour away, most sorties were quite short. The pilots

norma1ly planned the missions at medium altitude, but the height

of the c'loud bases in the objective area determined the actual

mission altitude. Aside from an occasional burst of antiaircraft

fire, the sorties proved quite routine and the task force

averaged more than two sorties per day, mostly over Laos.

I Fully aware that the Government of South Vietnam had

cancelled the air show and able to see that the Mekong River

flood was subsiding, the ICC cou'ld not continue to ignore the

RF-l0'lC activity. When it finally pressed for the withdrawal
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of the aircraft, the four RF-1OIC,s flew back to Kadena Air Base

on 2l November, Ieaving the PPC behind. The Pipe Stem pilots

had flown 67 successful reconnaissance missions in 3l days,

photographing more than 75 percent of the assigned Laotian and

South Vietnamese objectives.l0

Able Moble

l} Rttnough the Pipe Stern Task Force had been an expedient'

it had proven the worth of modern jet reconnaissance ajrcraft in

a counterinsurgency (COIN) situation and had emphasized the need

for a more permanent capability in SEA. A study group headed by

Presidential adviser General Maxwell Taylor in 0ctober '1961 had

urged prompt support for the South Vietnamese Government, includ-

ing the use of U.S. reconnaissance aircraft to collect intelli-
gence. Expecting the ICC to oppose any renewed U.S. reconnaissance

from South Vietnam at that ffme, the United States made other

arrangements.

!) As early as 9 April .|96.l, the Royal Thai Government

had agreed to a U.S. proposal to station three RF-lOlC's at

Takhli RTAFB to fly the reconnaissance sorties over Laos' but

the United States had taken no further action. Because the ICC

had halted the Field Goa] RT-33 sorties over Laos, the Field

Goal Task Force in July 1961 moved from Udorn RTAFB to Don Muang

A'irport for better aircraft maintenance faci'lities and housing.

Continued pressure from the JCS finally resulted in a renewal of
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the daily overflight of Laos. A Field Goal RT-33 flew a sortie

over the Plain of Jars on 4 October 
.|96'1. AII factors considered,

Thai'land appeared to be the best potentia'l base for a permanent

U.S. reconnaissance effort over SEA at that time.

? U.S. Ambassador Kenneth T. Young approach the Royal

Thai Government in October 196.| with a proposal to station four

RF-'l0lC's at Don Muang Airport for reconnaissance over Laos and

South Vietnam. Having ear'lier proposed just such a move, the

Thai Government gave irmediate approval. The 'l5th Tactical

Reconnaissance Squadron already was invo'lved in Proiect Pipe

Stem, so Fifth Air Force on 29 October to'ld the 45th Tactical

Reconnaissance Squadron to send four RF-101C's to Don Muang

Airport for 30 days as Task Force Able Mable. PACAF authorized

a task force strength of 45 people, including seven RF-l0lC

pilots and enough technicians to man a photo processing and

interpretation facility (PPIF). Thirteenth Air Force already

had established an advance eche'lon (ADV0N) headquarters at Tan

Son Nhut Air Base to control the growing number of Air Force

units and people in SEA, and Detachment l0 of that ADVON managed

U.S. Air Force activities at Don Muang Airport. The detactunent

provided the Ab]e Mab]e Task Force with normal housekeeping

support. The senior Able Mable pilot served as reconnaissance

staff officer and RF-'l0l operations officer for Detachment 10,

and was responsib)e for Able Mab'le Task Force missionr.ll

31
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a Four Able Mable RF-]01c's completed their move to Don

Muang Airport on 7 November 
.|96], 

having refueled at Kadena Air
Base, Okinawa, and crark Air Base, philippines. An accompanying

C-130 carried support personne), supplies, and equipment. After

the Field Goal RT-33 flew its final reconnaissance sorties that
day' mechanics converted it to a courier aircraft for the de)ivery

of photography and reports to Vientiane, Tan Son Nhut, and Clark

Air Base under the nickname Mail pouch. Able Mable RF-l0lc pilots
flew their first Laos reconnaissance sortie on g November and soon

achieved the specified three per day sortie rate. A]though the

pilots were experienced, they found their new sorties quite

different from any they had fiown previously, requiring very basic

flying skills and considerable ingenuity.

(U) Don Muang Airport was both a major RTAFB and Thailand's

largest cormercial air termina], used by 29 international air
carriers in .|96]. 

The commercial and military air traffic kept

its single runway busy (although construction of a second parallel

runway was nearing completion). Aircraft parking space was

minimal, but other support facilities were excellent. A low-

frequency radio beacon and runway lighting made all-weather

operations possible. Bangkok was but a few miles away, connected

by both road and railroad.

(U) 0f all the obstacles to reconnaissance over SEA, weather

was the one the RF-'l0lC pilots could do the least about. Roya'l

€SBRfTr '
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Thai Navy weather specialists at Bangkok provided forecasts

for Able Mable mission planning through an Ajr Force forecaster

at Detachment 10. The forecasts for Thailand, most of the Laos

panhandle, and southern North Vietnam were quite accurate, but

there were no reporting stat'ions in the northern mountains to

furnish forecast data for those portions of northern Laos and

North Vietnam where many reconnaissance objectives were located.

Consequently, each month a number of reconna'issance pilots

aborted their missions or achieved only partial success when

they encountered unexpected poor weather.

!F g*..pa for occasional small arms fire and two antiair-

craft concentrations, Laos was relatively safe for the RF-l0lC's.

The Plain of Jars and Tchepone Airfield had antiaircraft weapons

effective to 5,000 feet, causing pilots on sorties to f1y above

that altitude. Some of the longer focal length cameras ca[ied

by the RF-lOlC made it possible to get good scale photography

from altitudes above 
.|5,000 feet, but the persistent cloud cover

usua'l 'ly forced the use of other cameras at 'l ower a'l titudes' A

combination of the type of objective, the weather, the desired

scale, and the type of cameras carried by each aircraft determined

the mission altitude for the RF-l0lC's'12

(U) Navigation over much of SEA was primarily dead reckon-

ing updated by pilotage--visual identification of prominent

landmarks. Although modern electronic navigation aids simply

ffi"1
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did not exist, there were low-frequency radio beacons in

Thailand at Bangkok and Ubon RTAFB, Laos at Vientiane, and

South Vietnam at Qui Nhon, Saigon, and Danang. Inaccurate maps

and charts often forced the pilots to conduct area searches to

locate their objectives. The most reliab'le maps of South

vietnam and Laos for some time were those of the French Auto club;

copies were carefully passed fron pilot to pi1ot. Strict orders

to avoid overflight of Burma, North vietnam, cambodia, and china

aggravated an already delicate navigation problem.l3

(U) Although they daily f'lew over sparsely inhabited areas

largely controlled by hostile forces or aborigines, the Ab.le_

Mable pilots had no forma'l rescue or recovery support. A handfu]

of Royal Laotian Air Force and civilian aircraft in Laos and a

few U.S. Army helicopters in South Vietnam provided a limited
rescue potential.

lrl gysn before the first RF-IO'|C sortie over Laos,

A,mbassador Winthrop G. Brown in Vientiane on 6 November had

prohibited reconnaissance flights over the plain of Jars without

his pennission. The first RF-'l0lC missions, therefore, were

directed toward the Ho chi -Minh rrail, a maze of primitive roads,

vraterways, and foot paths through the mountains of eastern Laos.

The P'lain of Jars, however, contained the most significant mili-
tary positions, and both CINCpAC and pACAF needed frequent

reconnaissance to maintain a valid inte'lligence assessment. when

,'a



he'learned that the more modern RF-l01C's had replaced the RT-33,

Amb-assador Brown removed his restriction on reconnaissance over

the P'lain of Jars.14

$ Arnbassador Brown continued to insist that reconnaissance

aircraft over all of Laos stay at or above 4O,00L.feet to avoid

detection, but that became academic when antiaircraft weapons

fired at an RF-IOIC at 40,000 feet over Vang Vieng. pACAF then

proposed that all RF-'l0lC sorties over Laos and South Vietnam

remain at altitudes most consistent with flight safety and best

mission results. Thirteenth Air Force headquarters personnel

soon convinced the Ambassador that he shou'ld remove the 40,000-

foot restriction and allow PACAF to select mission altitudes.l5

t Ab]e Mable RF-]olC pilots at first flew about 78,ryr-

cent of their missions over Laos and 25 percent over South Vietnam,

but those percentages soon reversed. The missions over South

Vietnam invo'lved crossing the Laos panhandle, photographing the

assigned objectives, and returning to Don Muang Airport.

Objectives in northern South Vietnam, however, stretched the

fuel range of the RF-'lOlC's dangerously close to the limit and

forced many of the pilots to land at Tan Son Nhut Air Base to

refue'l .

fl PACAF on '18 November had designated the Pipe Stem

PPIF as 0perating Location Number fwo (0U-2) for Able Mab'le.

0L-2 processed the film from RF-IO'IC's landing at Tan Son Nhut

{lffih,r
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Air Base for fuel and reloaded their cameras to enable them to

f1y another sortie whi'le return'ing to Don Muang Airport. Pi'lots

on missions to photograph high priority objectives in South

V'ietnam a'lso landed at Tan Son Nhut Air Base to al'low thed-2
personnel to exped'ite film processing and exploitation. As the

number of high priority reconnaissance requests increased, Able

Mable in early December l96l began keeping an RF-101C on strip

alert at Don Muang Airport to provide more rapid response. The

growing number of reconnaissance missions scheduled each day,

plus the strip alert requirements, strained the task force's

ab'i1ity. There just were not enough RF-l0'lC's to satisfy all

of PACAF's n""ds.l6

O Although the task force had flown for only 30 dafi
well before that time CINCPAC extended the project indefinitely.

By the end of .|961, the task force pilots had f'lown more than

.|30 
reconnaissance sorties over Laos and South Vietnam, exposing

more than 53,000 feet of film. The 45th Tactical Reconnaissance

Squadron, faced with an indefinjte stay in SEA, decided to rotate

its aircraft and pilots every 6 weeks to ease the aircraft

maintenance workload and to share the experience among a'll the

pilots. Each pilot averaged'15 to 20 sorties during his 6 weeks

in Thailand, acquiring experience that he never could havef'{

gained from a normal training situation. l7
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3l Most of the RF-10]C's crossed into Laos at one of five

border points, and each of those points led to specific objective

areas. The Pathet Lao and North Vietnamese thus could predict

with some certainty the objectives of each RF-l0l even before

the aircraft actually crossed the border. To make the Pathet

Lao's defensive task even easier,85 percent of the RF-l0lC's

were over their objectives during the same 2-hour period eagh

day. That offered major advantages to the opponent. When PACAF

headquarters learned of those standardized missions, it directed

the mission planners to vary takeoff times, routes, altitudes,

and similar operational factors on a random basis to confuse the

Pathet Luo.l8

pf Small arms fire hit four RF-lOlC's within a few weeks,

but none suffered serious damage. AI'l were below I,500 feet

above ground 'level (AGL) over Laos when hit. Thirteenth Air

Force headquarters reacted on I February 1962, directing that

the Able Mable RF-lOlC pilots f1y higher than 5,000 feet over

roads and waterways to avoid further small arms fire damage.

Three days later, however, Thirteenth Air Force headquarters

abo'l ished all altitude restrictions and again'l eft m'ission---

tactics to the task force p".sonnel.l9

tt As another safety measure, Thirteenth Air Force

headquarters ordered that teams of two RF-'101C's f1y recon-

naissance missions over Laos vrhenever possib'le, particularly

{tffifr,-



those missions aga'inst transportation which seemed to prodtile

the most ground fire. In addition to providing rescue control

for the'loss of one of the RF-101C's, the two aircraft formation

almost doub'led the width of the swath photographed and greatly

reduced the possibility of a camera system malfunction in one

aircraft voiding the mission.20

ff Many standard concepts of tactica1 reconnaissance

proved invalid. Conceived as pinpoint photography of carefully

delineated objectives, prestrike reconnaissance more often than

not required mosaic-type photography of a large area so the

photo interpreters could search for e'lusive targets. Rather

than dashing across a single spot, the RF-'l0lC droned back and

forth to expose hundreds of photographs, often whi'le under't

sporad'ic small arms fire. Post-strike reconnaissance was equally

frustrat'ing because dense foliage soaked up bomb bursts, quickly

hiding any damage. Reconnaissance in SEA was vastly different

than it had been in the Korean conflict or much of World t.lar II,
but the Able Mable team had to apply many o1d reconnaissance

principles to new situations.2l

O One new requirement called for the RF-101C pilots to

use a T-ll precision mapping camera to produce photography for

the correction and construction of maps and charts. The Tif,

camera could be fitted into the second camera bay in place of

the three KA-2 cameras, but the RF-I0IC was not the stable

I
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camera platform needed for mapping. By March 1962, various

agencies had asked Able Mable for more than 600 miles of T-ll
mapp'ing, but a controversy raged over whether the RF-l0tC pi'lots

shou'ld do that type of photography. At Headquarters, 2d A0Wl,|,

a provisional organization established at Tan Son Nhut Air Base

to manage Air Force units in South Vietnam and Thai'land, opera-

tions staff officers argued that photo mapping was a legitimate

reconnaissance task as defined in AFM 55-6, and insisted that

the RF-l0lC's cou'ld accomplish the work more economically than

special mapping aircraft. The Thirteenth Air Force headquarters

staff and the inte'lligence staff officers at 2d ADV0N headquarters

argued that the inte'lligence requirements in SEA were far more

important than mapping needs, and again pointed out the re1ative

instability of the RF-10lC as a mapping camera platform. For a

time, at least, the inte'lligence advocates won and the T-l'l

camera was not installed or used.22 
tliEl

fr| From time to time, practica'lly every echelon proposed

or made changes in the RF-1Q'|C camera system. For some missions,

24-inch or 36-inch focal length cameras replaced the oblique

cameras of the fan array in the second camera bay. Air Force

headquarters in early 1962 proposed mounting in some,Able Mable

RF-l01C's, KA-18 strip cameras in which the film moved constantly

past a variab'le slit to produce a continuous photograph. The

resultant photography was excel'lent for studying beach gradient,

a
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but entire'ly unsatisfactory for SEA intelligence needs. Faced with

stiff opposition from 2d ADV0N headquarters, Air Force head-

quarters withdrew the proposal.23

3F Meanwhi'le, PACAF decided that the l5th and 45th Tactica'l

Reconnaissance Squadrons should share the Able Mable duty, chang-

ing responsibility every 6 months. As the first changeover neared,

Thirteenth Air Force headquarters asked that the force be increased

to six aircraft, but again PACAF simply did not have enough

RF-l0lC's. As a consequence, the l5th Tactical Reconnaissance

Squadron sent only four RF-101Crs from Kadena Air Base to

Don Muang Airport on 23 May'1962 to relieve the 45th Tactical

Reconnai ssance squadron. 24

Night Reconnoissonce

A Insurgent activities normally peaked either at night

or under adverse weather conditions, both of which made aer,ial

reconnaissance difficu'lt or impossible. The failure to equip

the RF-'l0lC for night photography became increas'ingly significant

when General Paul D. Harkins, Corrnander, U.S. Mi]itary Assistance

Cormand, Vietnam (COII|USMACV), asked that Ab'le Mable fly night

photographic missions. The Voodoo could do the job, but with

some difficulty. Two l2-inch focal length KA-47 day/night

cameras could replace the sp'lit vertical KA-l cameras in the

aft compartnent. A C-'l photoelectric flash detector then

replaced the B-2 terrain light detector, eliminating al'l

EIOnHr t
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automatic exposure settings for the other cameras. Fina'|1y, an

external flash cartridge pod provided the necessary illumina-

tion. 's"r
(U) Developed in .1954 for the Republic RF-84, the pod

hung from an MB-7 external rack like an external fuel tank and

could be jettisoned. Divided into two compartments, each of

which held two racks, the pod carried a total of 80 M-123

photoflash cartridges. Openings in the bottom of the pod

allowed the pilot to eject the cartridges. Though it was a

makeshift combination on the RF-101C, it was the only night

illumination capabi'lity the Voodoo could muster.25

!| At PACAF's request, Air Force headquarters in early
.l962 

authorized the modification of two RF-l0lC's under Project
tc,

Toy Tiger.'" The Toy Tiger conversion went beyond the md€. I
installation of KA-47 night cameras and photoflash cartridge

pods, replacing a1l cameras and modifying controls and mounts.

A 6-inch focal length KA-45 camera replaced the KA-2 as a forward

oblique camera in the nose compartment. A 3-inch KA-45 vertical

camera and two 6-inch KA-45 oblique cameras replaced the three

KA-2 cameras in the second compartment. The engineers also

replaced the KA-l split vertical camera in the aft bay with two

l2-inch focal length KA-45 cameras with special high speed

bodies. The Toy Tiger RF-t0lC's also carried an RF-84 photo-

flash cartridge pod externally. An APN-]02/ASN-7 doppler
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navigation computer, insta'lled as part of the modification,

slightly improved the navigation capability of the RF-.|0.|C.27

tfrAlthough the modified aircraft reached Kadena Air

Base in May 1962, PACAF postponed the tests when it learned

that the l5th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron had no film and

no photof'lash cartridges. By Ju'ly, enough film was on hand to

permit the squadron to carry out tests of the lG-45 day cameras

over SEA. Because of depleted stocks, photoflash cartridges

failed to arrive by 30 August; PACAF directed that subsequent

test flights originate from Kadena Air Base. After the photof'lash

cartridges arrived 'in September, the l5th Tactical Reconnaissance

Squadron again sent the Toy Tiger aircraft to Don Muang l+rprt
for test missions over the Mekong River delta in South Vietnam.23

l9P Rlmost irmediately, the Arrny and Air Force photo

interpreters protested the use of the M-45 cameras in the Toy

Tiger aircraft. The new, smaller cameras produced negatives

approximately 4-1/2 inches square, about one-fourth the area

of the KA-2 camera negatives to which the photo interpreters

and Army had become accustomed. The few night test missions

had convinced 2d Air Division (the successor'to 2d ADV0N) that

the photoflash cartridges produced too litt1e light for successful

night photography over SEA. Further, the great number of switches,

dia1s, and indicators associated with the night camera equipment

required the full attention of the pilot at a time when he should

{ilFr
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have been lining up for the run. Even before the tests were

completed, however, the Cuban missile crisis caused Air Force

headq0arters to order the Toy Tiger RF-l0lC's to return to the

United States for possible use over Cuba.29

FL Three days after the Pathet Lao on 9 May captured

Nam Tha, Laos, CINCPAC activated JTF-]l6 under the contingency

plan for the defense of Laos. With the Able Mable Task Force

in place, there was no need to activate another reconnaissance

task force. Thirteenth Air Force headquarters placed the

RF-l0lC's under the operationa'l control of Brigadier General

Stephen D. McElroy, the JTF-I'16 Air Force component cormander.

Because 'it appeared like'ly that the Royal Laotian Government

might at any t'ime withdraw its permission for the Able Mab'le

reconnaissance missions, the RF-]01C pilots flew as m'i"n! missions

each day as vreather and aircraft avai'lability permitted. Con-

siderab'le intel'ligence resulted from the missions. A mission

on 27 July between Xieng Khouang and the North Vietnam border'

for example, photographed more than 300 trucks, 20 light tanks'

and severa'l Soviet cargo aircraft. Not every mission was quite

so productive, but almost every mission produced some signifi-
?0

cant intelligence.-'

lS Sma'll arms fire continued to hit the RF-l0lC's but

the damage usually consisted of one or two holes in some non-

critical part. Good fortune ended on 14 August, however' as

-"ffi
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an RF-l0lC flew a sortie along Route 7 at 8,000 to 10'000 feet

AGL, apparently quite safe from the usual small arms firg. A

37rm or 57nrn antiaircraft round suddenly slanned jnto the bottom

of the fuselage and detonated under the pj1ot's seat, severing

electric and hydraulic lines and damaging the right engine. (fne

detonation also blew off the right camera access door' which the

Pathet Lao recovered and displayed as proof that the united states

was violating Laotian territory.) The un'injured pilot nursed

the RF-l0lC back to Don Muang Airport, preferring to land where

there was adequate crash equipment. His dec'ision proved sound,

because the nose gear collapsed on landing causing further

damage. CINCPAC inrnediatety halted all reconnaissance flights

over Laos because of the danger to aircraft and pilots.3l

A CINCPAC waited 2 weeks before again authorizing

'limited RF-'10'lC reconnaissance over Laos beginning on 1 September.

The Able Mable RF-l01C's cou1d not photograph objectives while

en route to or from South Vietnam, and those obiectives had to

be south ot l7og0'N., which meant they could only be in the

almost trackless southern half of the Laos panhandle. Further'

the aircraft had to remain above 35,000 feet, and at that alti-

tude even the longest focal length cameras produced negatives

at a scale that made photo interpretation extremely difficult.

About the only benefit accru'ing from the authorizat'ion"was the
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ability to fly across Laos rather than detouring southward

around Cambodia, saving several hundred miles of f'lying and

time.32

fhEven that limited benefit was shortlived. While on

a visit to SEA, General Maxwell Taylor, the President's mili-

tary adviser, learned that if the North Vietnamese positioned

a radar at or south of Vinh, they could track the AblEtilable

RF-]0lC's across Laos. There was no indication that such radars

existed, but General Tay'lor was deeply concerned that the

situation could embarrass the United States. 0n l4 September'

therefore, he asked that al'l U.S. overflights of Laos stop until

the intelligence conmunity could analyze the North Vietnamese

radar "order of battle" and assure him that the RF-l0lC's

crossing Laos would not be detected. 0nce more the Able Mable

RF-lOlC's flew south out of Bangkok on their lonq fliqht
around cambodia.33

F) Easing the restrictjons only slightly, the JCS on

23 September 1962 again allowed the Ab'le Mable RF-l0lC pilots

to fly across Laos en route to South Vietnam, but required that

they fly only from a point south of Pakse across the Mekong

R'iver to Eassac and south of Attopeu to the border, remaining

above 35,000 feet. Six days later, CINCPAC lowered tlfS'$inimum

altitude to 20,000 feet, but ordered the RF-101C pilots to fly

south of l5o tt. Planners and pilots a]ike had a difficu'lt time
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keeping abreast of the rapid changes dictated in Hawaii and

Washington. The JCS on 6 November again terminated all U.S.

reconnaissance overf'light of Laos, once more forcing the

RF-]O]C pilots to fly southward around Cambodia to reaal

South Vietnam.34 The enemy, however, failed to take advantage of

the situation and shifted his operations e'lselhere.

F) Even though their infi'ltration routes through Laos

were unobserved, the North vietnamese sent increasing numbers

of troops and ever larger quantities of supplies into and

through the demilitarized zone (DttZ) separating North and

South Vietnam. CINCPAC on 6 0ctober asked the JCS to approve

the use of Ab]e Mab'le RF-I0'lC,s to photograph the demarcation

line to verify the infiltration and supply stockpiling.

CINCPAC wanted the Voodoos to make three runs--one at high

altitude, one at about 9,000 feet, and a ',dicing" run at tree-
top 'level. Approval finally came in early November with the

provision that the aircraft were not to overfly Laos, ether
on the photo runs or en route to or from Thailand. Scheduled

for the first good weather after l0 November, the mission required

the RF-'lOlC's to fly south around Cambodia and stage fron Tan

Son Nhut Air Base.35

I Both the JCS and the State Department had cited

political reasons in rejecting several proposals to move the

Able Mab'le Task Force to ian son Nhut Air Base. l'lith overflight
of Laos apparently ended, however, the move became highly
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desirable. 0n 15 November 1962, Thirteenth Air Force heaoguar_

ters once more formaily asked permission to move the Abre MabIe

Task Force to Tan Son Nhut Air Base. The,lCS already had

authorized CINCPAC to station as many as four RF_lOlC's at
Tan Son Nhut Air Base, but asked that the aircraft be changed

frequently in the hope that the ICC would not again press for
removal of all U.S. aircraft. }{ith JCS approval, CINCpA&.r

ordered Able Mable to move to Tan Son Nhut Air Base not later
than 15 December 1962. r4inimar facirities for aircraft mainte-

nance, camera repair, and photo processing would remain at Don

Muang Airport to care for the RF-lOrc's that wourd occasionarly
land there. The Able Mable Task Force completed the move

between 12 and 14 December without interrupting its flying
schedu'l e .36

O Reconnaissance sorties from the new base were about

half as'long as they had been from Thairand, but aircraft use

remained we]l above the desired maximum of 35 hours per ai6gp6ft
per month. Since PACAF had on]y the two r6-aircraft squadrons

of RF-101C's, one-eighth of its force always was in SEA. Be_

cause deployments, exercises, and aircraft modification programs

tied up another iegment of the force, pACAF found it impossibre
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to meet all of its reconnaissance obligations. Further, the

four Able Mable RF-'101C's consumed one-third of pACAF,s monthly

authorized RF-l0lC flying time, seriously limiting training and

proficiency time for the remaining seven-e.ights of the force.

PACAF asked Air Force headquarters to authorize 25 RF-l0lC's

for each of the squadrons, but it al'towed no changes at that

time.37

(O Seeking to ease the situation, Thirteenth Air Force

headquarters tried to replace the Able Mable RF-l0lC,s. It
asked that Air Force headquarters assign eight RF-84F's with

crews and support personnel to SEA. Four of the aircraft would

rep'lace the Able Mable RF-101C's, while the remaining four wou'ld

be based at C'lark Air Base as a reserve aircraft pool. The RF-g4F

had acceptable range and an excellent camera system, and had

been des'igned to operate from unimproved bases. Thirteenth Air

Force headquarters was unable to se'll its plan, however, andt

dropped the proposal.33

I Even the type of missions adverse'ly affected the

number of requirements that the RF-l01C's could satisfy. Most

reconnaissance reguests ca'lled for low-altitude photography of

large areas, several kilometers on each side. The RF-IO'|C

pilots found themselves making back-and-forth runs over forested

areas in which sonie intelligence officer hoped the enemy might

be hiding, covering only one or two objectives on each mission
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and overloading the processing and interpretation facilities

with hundreds of photographs per sort'ie. In early January 1963,

2d Air Division asked for two additional RF-]OIC's to help wjth

the growing request backlog. Both PACAF and CINCPAC approved

the add'ition, but the JCS and the Secretary of Defense d'isapproved.

The Able Mable Task Force continued to struggle along with four

RF-l0lC's.39

|FF 561otas to acquire additional RF-]0.|C's from other

conmands proved equally unsuccessful. Air Force headquarters

in January 1963 proposed that United States Air Forces in Europe

(USAFE) transfer two RF-l0lC's to the Able Mab'le Task Force and

that TAC send one. USAFE proved amenablq to the proposal, but

TAC protested so strongly that Air Force headquarters dropped

the idea. The JCS on 12 February told Strike Corrnand to send

three TAC RF-IO'|C's to the Able Mable Task Force' but again TAC

successfully opposed the move. The JCS withdrew their order

when TAC showed that after deducting aircraft engaged in combat

crew training, modification, and special ma'intenance, it had

on'ly 26 RF-lOlC's to meet its worldwide conmitments. The Able

Mable Task Force finalty received augmentat'ion in l-larch when

CINCPAC told PACAF to provide two additional RF-l0lC's. The

45th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron moved two RF-l0lC's to

Tan Son Nhut Air Base on I April .|963 to bring the task force

up to its newly authorized strength of ,i".40

I
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C$ Even with the additional aircraft, the task force

had more requests for aerial reconnaissance than it could

handle. Strangely, although there were '10 times as many Army

advisers in SEA in early 1963 as there had been a year earlier,

they appeared re1uctant to ask for Air Force aerial photography

for planning purposes, particularly prior to operations involving

Army helicopters, apparently feefing that the very presence of

the RF-I01C's somehow would betray the pending operation. Staff

officers at 2d Air Division headquarters found themselves &$-

ing to sell RF-101C sorties to the Army in spite of the already

overworked Voodoo aircraft and pilots.4l

(r) PACAF on 8 July 1953 assigned the Able Mab'le Task Force

to the 33d Tactical Group at Tan Son Nhut Air Base, ending the

Iong existence of the task force as a semi-autonomous operating

body. The 33d Tactical Group in turn activated Detachment I to

control all assigned reconnaissance aircraft, including the six

Able Mable RF-l0lC's. The 2d Air Division reconnaissance staff

officer cormanded Detachment l, and the senior RF-l01C pilot

served as operations officer. The two Fifth Ai.r Force squadrons

continued to furnish personnel and aircraft on temporary duty.

tven though the Ab'le Mable Task Force formally ceased to exist,

the name persisted for the RF-l0lC contingent.42'

CD Meanwhile, when the Able Mable Task Force sent

two RF-IO'IC's to Don Muang Airport in late May 1963 to photograph

f,Ecffi,rq
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severa'l areas for the Royal Thai Government, it had to send along

photo technicians and interpreters because the local ppc could

nof provide the required support. conditions had improved some-

what by December'1963 when 2d Air Division again sent two RE+Jglc,s

to Don Muang Airport for 7 days to photograph in Thailand. This

time the 'local PPC processed most of the aerial fi'lm and shipped

the remainder to Tan Son Nhut Air Base.43

O) Six RF-101C's with crews and support personnel from

the 45th ractica'l Reconnaissance Squadronflew to Tan son

Nhut Air Base on I November '1963 to assume Able Mable duty, re-
placing the 'l5th ractica] Reconnaissance squadron aircraft and

personnel. The daily sortie rate was then about four or five
per day, with one aircraft and pilot on alert dur.ing daylight

hours. Although most missions were planned to satisfy exist.
ing requirements, scrambles by the a'lert RF-l0lC,s became more

nrr"rour.44

€) Because the enemy owned the night, CINCPAC at the end

of August 1963 proposed increased night reconnaissance over known

enemy concentrations in Laos and South Vietnam, particularly the

Viet Cong base areas northeast of Saigon. Unfortunately, the,Air

Force had no reliable night photographic capability. Early tests

had affirmed that the jungles soaked up too much of the'light
from the photoflash cartridges, and the rice paddies ref'tected

too much of the light. Although improvement was slow and gradual,



by year's end the RF-l0rc's were taking acceptable night photo-

graphs of such prominent features as hamlets or outposts under

attack and coastal shipping.45

C At least a part of that coastal shipping ended up in
Cambodia, a significant refuge and stag.ing area for North

vietnamese and viet cong forces. The cambodian leader, prince Norodom

Sihanouk, professed total neutrality and the united states care-
fully avoided any vio'lation of the cambodian border. The com-o

mander of 2d Air Division in December 1963 told Secretary of
Defense Robert s. McNamara that he had chosen 17 key areas arong

the border and planned to schedule RF-'l0lC's to photograph them

as frequently as possible to develop infiltration interligence.
From flight paths over South Vietnam, the RF-l0lC pilots used

long focal length oblique cameras to photograph objectives

located some distance inside cambodia. By the end of '1963, the

Voodoos had photographed about g5 percent of the border with
vertical and oblique cameras without viorating cambodian t"""i-t
tory, which remained off limits to U.S. recbnnaissance

ai rcraft.46

tt Laos also remained closed td U.S. tactical reconnais_

sance aircraft and there appeared little hope that this
restruction would be reraxed. The JCS on 22 January 1964 urged

the secretary of Defense to insist upon renewed reconnaissance

overf'light of Laos and a new program of overflight of Cambodia



to secure intelligence essential to the defense of South

Vietnam.4T Ambassador Leonard Unger in Vientiane voiced his

support for renewed reconnaissance over Laos as did the JCS

on 27 February. The State Department, however, remained' r

adamantly opposed. 48

5 As the time arived to swap Able Mable respons'ibility

once more, it was handled differently. Four RF-l0lC's of the

I5th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron were sent to Don Muang

Airport on 20 April .|964 as Reconnaissance Task Force (RTF)

Bravo to take part in the Southeast Asia Treaty 0rganization

(SEAT0) Exercise Air Boon Choo. The RTF pilots flew an average

of six sorties per day over the next 6 days, achieving a 99

percent success rate. 0n 30 April, the RTF moved to Tan Son

Nhut Air Base where it was joined by two more RF-l0lC's to form

the new Able Mable Task Force.49

t, .6

Yonkee Teom

af Pathet Lao forces on 17 May 1964 suddenly attacked

the Laotian Neutralist forces in the Plain of Jars and sent

them reeling southward toward territory held by the Royal

forces. By sunset the insurgents held most of the Plain of Jars,

and the Laotian government faced a crisis. The United States'

casting about for some way to demonstrate its support for the

legal government, proposed that U.S. reconnaissance aircraft f1y



sorties over the prain of Jars and other pathet Lao areas. De-
spite his fears that such a move might compromise his impartial
leadership image, premier Souvanna phouma finally consented.50

It Ant'c-pating renewed reconnaissance missions over
Laos, the JCS on 17 May 1964 had tord GINCpAC to arert the
RF-l'lc pilots at ran son Nhut Air Base and U.s. Navy carf,idr^-
based reconnaissance aircrews. The following day, the JCS tord
the Air Force to use RF-lOlC's on 19 May to photograph infiltra_
tion routes from North Vietnam through Laos into south vietnam,
placing particular emphasis on the Ban Thay military instaila-
tion east of Muong phine and contiguous roads and trails. The
JCS set no'limit on the number of sorties, but they did direct
that alr aircraft avoid overfright of North vietnamr even though
objectives such as the Mu Gia pass were located close to poorly
defined borders.5l

Al Early on the morning of 19 May 1964, four RF_lOlC
pil0ts took off from Tan son Nhut Air Base and headed northward.
Within a few minutes, the four Voodoos.streaked low across the
unmarked border and took the first photographs of.the Laotian
panhandle since December 1962. Maintaining a low altitr." ;;
prov'ide the best possib'le scale for the photo interpreterS, the
pilots quickly covered their assigned objectives and headed back
toward Tan Son Nhut Air Base where technicians stood ready to



process and exploit* th" fi'lr. Because of a dearth of major

roads and other cu'ltural features in the southern panhandle' the

first missions produced no signifjcant intelligence, but they

demonstrated U.S. support for the legal govern*ent.52

A Two days 1ater, Navy RF8 aircraft from the camier

Kitty Hawk ioined theAir Force RF-l0lC's on reconnaissance sorties

over the Plain of Jars and the roads connecting it witlt'{'lorth

Vietnam. The JCS specified the type and number of aircraft each

service would use and the cameras each wou'ld carry' leaving the

local cormanders 'litt1e mission planning flexibility. The State

Department announced that the Royal Laotian Government had asked

for the sorties so it cou1d give the ICC proof of the Pathet Lao

violations of the Geneva agreements. The Air Force rushed photo-

graphs and reports to Vientiane and turned them over to the Royal

Laotian Government.53

A Headquarters of the Military Assistance Cormand, Vietnam

(MACV) seized the opportunity to propose a continuing program of

two daylight, low-a'ltitude reconnaissance missions and one night

mission each week over Laos. Although the Ab1e Mable Voodoos

could sustain some increased number of sorties for a few days'

any permanent program such as MCV envisioned would reguire three

-T- -"Exploit," as used herein, includes the plotting ang- inter-
pretation'of aerial photography to derive as much as possible of
the intell'igence contained therein and includes enlarging the
prints, preparing duplicates or transparencies, and such other
iranipuiatioir as tigtri be necessary to'assist in the interpretation.
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additional RF-l0lC aircraft. Ambassador Unger in Vientiane

persuaded Premier Souvanna Phouma to approve continued reconnais-

sance missions over Laos, although Souvanna insisted that if the

sorties caused unfavorable reactions, the United States would

have to accept full responsibility for violating Laotitrrsover-
F.A

eignty. "
pf Antic'ipating continuation of the Laos reconnaissance

missions, the JCS on 22 May assigned the nickname Yankee Team

to the program they were developing and established the criteria
and restrictions that would govern the missions. When they

approved the program on 25 May, the JCS stated four objectives.

First, of course, the missions were intended to acquire timely,

tactical intelligence for friendly forces in Laos. Second, as

announced by the State Department, they were to substantiate, if
possible, the extent and scooe of North Vietnam's infiltration
of war materiel and troops through Laos to South Vietnam. Next,

the presence of U.S. reconnaissance aircraft over Laos would

provide a psychological boost to friendly forces. Finally, the

missions would demonstrate U.S. interest and determination to

stay in SEA as long as the North Vietnamese aggression threatened

the peace.. The JCS also required that at least 36 hours prior to

takeoff time each reconnaissance unit would advise them of the

specific objeclives the mission wou'ld cover, the rationale for

those objectives, and a specific justification if the sortje rate

exceeded nine rJuring any 24-hour period.55
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Cl t'teitner the Air Force nor the Navy flew missions

over Laos on 23 May, but CINCPAC scheduled individual --
six Air Force and three Navy--low-altitude reconnaissance sorties

on 24 May to complete the coverage of key roads and infiltration

routes, update information on the tactical situation, and fill
the gaps in earlier coverage. Sorties continued on a daily basis

as the reconnaissance force tried to catch up with the demand.56

fr, As the objectives assigned to each mission increased,

some pilots found it necessary to land at Da Nang Air Base for

fuel. Because of crowded conditions and heavy air traffic at

that base, such refueling stops frequently took rmre than

2 hours and caused an unacceptable delay in the receipt of photo-

graphs. For a time, an RF-lOlC or RB-57 waited at Da Nang Air

Base for the reconnaissance aircraft and inrnediately flewrthe

film to Tan Son Nhut Air Base for processing and exploitation.

This proved wasteful of resources and time, so a better solution

was worked out with the Navy. 0n 29 May, a Navy A3B aircraft

refueled an RF-l0lC returning from a Yankee Team mission,

speeding up m'ission completion. The Navy continued the airborne

refueling miss'ions until 9 June, when Air Force KC-97's took

over the task.57

Ft Aware that the Yankee Team program had greatly

increased the workload of the six RF-l0lC's in the Able Mable

force, PACAF in May 1964 increased the force strength to l0

lrGirfi
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aircraft to make certain that it could keep 6 operational.

The lSth ractical Reconnaissance squadron, having assumed Ab]e

Mable responsibility on I May, provided the additional aircraft.
Also, three RF-101c's modified by TAC to carry M-45 cameras in
place of the KA-2 cameras for low-altitude, high-speed missions

replaced three of the standard configuration RF-10'lC,s at Tan

Son Nhut Air Base. The small format (4t Uy 4! inches
.nK:a

compared to 9 by 18 inches of the KA-2) photographs continued

to be unpopular with the photo interpreters, but the KA-45

cameras were used extensively for day missions.53 Early in
June 1964, Thirteenth Air Force told pACAF that if the demand

for reconnaissance continued to grow, the Ab]e Mable force would

need further augmentation to keep l0 aircraft operational.

(f t'lavy reconnaissance aircraft met some of the demands,

but encountered difficulty. Hostile antiaircraft fire downed a

Navy RF8E in the Plain of Jars on 6 June 1964, causing the JCS

to order fighter escort for later reconnaissance missions. Anti-
aircraft fire also downed a Navy F8 escort aircraft the next day,

causing a temporary halt to all Laotian missions. The JCS on

9 June told CINCPAC to launch a strike force of eight F-l00C,s

to attack the antiaircraft positions at xieng Khouang as a warn-,.'{
ing to the North vietnamese and pathet Lao. An RF-l0lc photographed

the strike, and the 2d Air Division rushed the prints and reports

to washington. At Premier souvanna phouma's request, Anbassador

:s[onsl'
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Unger cancelled al'l missions scheduled for l0 June and subse-
6(l

quent days."-

ff Quickly changing his mind, Souvanna Phouma on ll June

.l964 told Ambassador Unger that he wanted the United States to

resume reconnaissance missions over Laos on the following day

without fanfare or publicity. It was 14 June, howevetf'before

an RF-101C, escorted by four F-'100's, again flew a reconna'issance

mission over portions of the Laotian panhandle and the Plain of

Jars. After a standdown of almost 2 weeks, on 27 June two RF-l0lC's'

one modified to carry the KA-45 cameras, flew over Laos with an

escort of four armed F-100's. Immediately thereafter, CINCPAC

announced that the two missions had so updated his intel'ligence

files that he would need only an occasional mission to keep them

6ncurrent." That pronouncement, coupled with the earlier loss of

two Navy aircraft, caused the JCS to stop all aerial reconnaissance

over Laos. 0n the 9 days in June on which they had flown recon-

naissance missions over Laos, the RF-l0lC's had completed 35

sorties, many of which photographed large truck convoys entering

Laos from North Vietnam.6l

G) Regular Yankee Team reconnaissance missions resumed

in early Ju1y, but the pilots found the antiaircraft threat

significantly increased. Photography of Ben Thuot on l1 July

showed six new 57rm antiaircraft guns in position, an8"4hotography

of Ban Ban a week'later revealed six more 57rm guns and a possible
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Firecan fire-control radar Photography also disclosed addi-

tional 37mm guns at Khang Khay on 20 Ju1y, increasing the low

altitude threat. Antiaircraft fire damaged an RF-101C ln a

low altitude reconnaissance mission over Nhommarath on 31 July,

but the escorts attacked the position and silenced the 9uns.62

f| Headquarters 2d Air Division on 1 August began

scheduling a daily RF-101C weather reconnaissance mission over

all portions of Laos at high altitude to determine whether there

was a reasonable chance of reconnaissance success. Although their

RF-101C's carried loaded cameras, the weather mission pilots

were not allowed to photograph objectives or targets of oppor-

tunity. Reconnaissance missions waited on the ground until the

weather scout reported weather in the objective areas good

enough for photography. Some PACAF headquarters staff officers

comp'lained that the weather reconnaissance sorties used too

many RF-101C flying hours, but others contended that they saved

many sorties that otherwise might have been wasted. CINCPAC

asked why F-100, F-105, or RF-57 aircraft and crews cou'ld not

f1y the weather reconnaissance sorties just as well as the

RF-l01C pilots, but the reconnaissance staff contended..*that

only a trained reconnaissance pilot could evaluate such factors

as haze, light intensity, and c'loud cover.63

0, tthile the Yankee Team program had evolved 'in Laos,

aerial reconnaissance in Vietnam gradual'ly had expanded and
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some bad habjts had crept into the system. Reconnaissance

training for RF-101C pilots had emphasized taking the fewest

possible photographs to cover each objective, but in SEA they

had begun turning on their cameras long before reaching each

objective and letting them run well past it. Although they

increased their chances of success, they also greatly increased

the amount of fi1m to be processed and exploited. PACAF head-

quarters later began to measure the success of a mission by the

amount of film exposed rather than the number of objectives

successful'l y photographed . 64

tt? peCRf in August increased the Able Mable strength to

12 RF-l01C's to counter the growing number of reconnaissance

requests and the fewer object'ives being covered by each sortie.

As a result, the l5th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron had most

'*
of its RF-101C's and personnel on temporary duty in SEA. When

North Vietnamese torpedo boats attacked U.S. Navy destroyers in

the Gu'lf of Tonkin on 2 and 4 August 1964, PACAF immediately

ordered four additional RF-l01C's from Kadena Air Base and

two from Misawa Air Base to augment the Able Mable force.

To partially rebuild the reconnaissance force at Kadena

Air Base, TAC sent six RF-lOlC's of the 20th Tactical Recon-

naissance Squadron to Okinawa. Two replacement RF-101C's for

the 15th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron a'lso took part in

the flight across the Pacific. tlhen the detachment arrived on
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9 August, the 313th Air Division corrnander inrnediate'ly alerted

them for possible duty at Tan Son 11hrj1 Air Base should

the situation deteriorate further.65

(U) In at 'least one aspect, the situation already had

worsened. When a U-2 pilot on 7 August photographed phuc yen

Airfie'ld, North Vietnam's principal military air base, the film

revealed a number of MIG-I5 and MIG-I7 fighter aircraft, a

significant new threat to the unarmed RF-l0lC's.66 The

irrnediate result was a change in the ordnance of the yankee Team

F-]00 escort aircraft to a mixture suitable for both air-to-air
and air-to-ground combat operations. CINCPAC authorized U.S.

forces to attack and destroy any host'ile aircraft that attacked

or threatened U.S. forces, and to conduct hot pursuit of hosti'le

aircraft within certain limits.67

p Missions into northern Laos stretched the range limits

of the RF-l0lC's and increased the need for aerial refueling,

making launch bases in Thailand and northern South Vietnam more

appeal'ing. In add'ition, 2d Air Division wanted to be able to

launch RF-101C's from more than one base to vary the pattern into

which those sorties had settled by mid-I964. On ZZ September,

2d Air Division headquarters proposed moving six RF-l0lC's to

either Don Muang Airport or Udorn RTAFB, using fighter escort

aircraft from either Takhli or Korat RTAFB and tanker aircraft
from Takhli RTAFB. Such a move would provide greater flexibility
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in mission planning, shorter missions, and reduced refueling
AA

requirements."" Unfortunate'ly, Ambassador Unger and the State

Depaqtnent opposed any extension of the reconnaissance program

over Laos at that time. 0n 28 0ctober, however, Ambassador Unger

reluctantly agreed that RF-I0'l's and other Yankee Team reconnais-

sance aircraft cou'ld f1y sorties over northern Laos, an area then

designated Barre'l nol1.69

fllF Meanwhi'le, despite the unpopularity of the Toy Tiger

RF-l0lC modification, Air Force headquarters directed that all

RF-l0'lC's be modified under Project l'l8l--a modification that

varied on'ly slightly from Toy Tiger. Project llSl retained the

M-l split vertical cameras, but replaced al'l other cameras with

the sma1l format KS-72's and a panoramic KA-56A camera. S'low

dblivery of cameras and accessories by the manufacturer delayed

modification of the 45th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron air-

craft, the first to be converted in PACAF, making the squadron

unab]e to take over Able Mable duties on I November 1964 as

planned. PACAF delayed the changeover date until I February

1965, and left the l5th Tactica] Reconnaissance Squadron in

SEA. The latter thus became the first squadron to lose an

RF-l0lC in combat.

At 0n 2l November, Captain Burton t.lalz was over Ban Phan

Nop photographing gun positions that had downed an F-I00 3 days

earlier when ground fire struck his RF-lOlC, causing it to burst

OJ
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into flames and begin tumb'ring out of contro'r. captain walz

ejected, but his parachute caught in one of the tall jung.le

trees, suspending him high above the ground. As he tried to
secure himself, the canopy tore loose and he fell to the ground,

breaking a leg and an arm and suffering other injuries. Fortu_

nately, an Air America helicopter found him and flew him back

to Korat RTAFB for medical treatment.T0

s| two Royal Laotian Air Force T-2g aircraft disappeared

on a strike mission on l9 November and an extensive search failed
to find them. At Ambassador Unger's request, on 24 November

two separate flights of two RF-l0lc's photographed the entire
T-28 route from altitudes between 10,000 and 15,000 feet, w.ith

particular emphasis on the more mountainous regions of eastern

Laos and western South Vietnam. When the photography failed to
produce any evidence of the T-28's, 2d Air Division terminated

the air s"u".h.7l

(U) As troops, equipment, and supplies continued to pour

down the maze of narrow.dirt roads and footpaths in eastern

Laos that constituted the Ho Chi Minh Trail, RF-l0lC's photo_

graphed the infiltration at every opportunity. photography in

late 1964 and early .|965 
showed road improvement, bridge con-

struction, and occasional dust clouds or glimpses of,groups ofc

people, all of which indicated growing use of the total trail
system. Because the monsoon rains rendered the trai'l unusab'le
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for many weeks, the tlorth Vietnamese moved every poss'ible 
*'q

so1dier and truckload of supp'lies while the dry weather

persisted.

5F Mu Gia Pass, a vital section of the Ho Chi Minh

infiltration route, was defended by antiaircraft guns and auto-

matic weapons to ward off both reconnaissance and strike air-

craft. 0n 17 January 1965, for example, an RF-l0lC and two

F-105 escorts were over Mu Gia Pass when automatic weapons

barrage fire began in their vicinity. The Voodoo pilot remained

at 10,000 feet while the two F-105 pilots went in at 400 to 500

knots at tree-top level to strafe and bomb the offending gun

positions. The tactic worked and was used frequently under

similar circumstances as the reconnaissance missions continued

to watch and measure the infiltration flow.72

f, Intelligence sources identified parts of three North

Vietnamese Army (NVA) divisions in South Vietnam in early .|965,

proof that men and supplies were moving southward over the

trail. Most of the NVA and Viet Cong units in South Vietnam

replaced their m6lange of American, German, and homemade weapons

with Corqnunist bloc 7.62nrlt. weapons, greatly increasing their

firepower. At the same time, however, they became dependent

upon a constant flow of armunition down the trail from North

Vi etnam.73
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F? tlntortunately, the RF-l0l C 
,s photographi ng the Ho

Chi Minh Trail were normally restricted to medium altitudes,
d'iminishing the effectiveness of their photography. Typical
objectives, such as short log bridges or small piles of fuel,*r
drums, were usually well hidden beneath jungle canopy or
camouflage, and could not be seen by the vertical cameras from

10'000 feet or above. Had the RF-r0rc's been schedu'red for
"dicing" missions, the cameras courd have Iooked under the con-
cealing vegetation to record enemy positions. The JCS, however,

considered low altitude missions too risky. As 1964 ended,

the Voodoos remained active over South Vietnam and Laos, but
politital factors rimited them to far ress than their total
capabi 'l i ty.
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CHAPTER III .. RECONNAISSANCE OVER THE NORTH

C During late 1964 and early 1965, PACAF and Thirteenth

Air Force became invo'lved in an intensive and extended dialogue

concerning a realignment of the RF-l0lc force in southeast Asia

(SEA). Because the force at Tan Son Nhut Air Base was too large

and too far from the objectives in northern Laos and North

vietnam, Thirteenth Air Force headquarters proposed transferring

part of the force to either Don Muang Airport or Udorn RTAFB in

Thailand. The Air Attache in Bangkok protested the use of Don

Muang Airport, however, citing its crowded aircraft parking

space, lack of billeting, shortage of water, and the planned

movement of KC-135,s to that base. The lgth Tactical Fighter

l.ling, parent unit of the l5th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron,

sent a team to Udorn RTAFB to determine if it was suitaUtJ'$r
extended operations by RF-l0lC's. The team found that the run-

way was too short and did not have an arresting barrier, and

there was not enough water for the photo processing facilities
or an adequate chemica1 waste disposal system. By the end of

January 1965, though, PACAF had obtained authority for high

priority construction at Udorn RTAFB and a realignment of the

reconnai ssance force. 1

Gj Under the real'ignment, the 45th Tactical Reconnaissance

Squadron on I February 1965 would move eight of its RF-t0lC,s
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to Tan Son Nhut Air Base and would maintain a capability to add

four more Voodoos within 48 hours. This force was to be known

as Able Mable Alpha. As soon as Udorn RTAFB became safe fol

RF-l0lC operations, the l5th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron

would send six RF-l0lC's that had been modifjed to carry the

KA-45 cameras as Able Mable Bravo. Able Mable Alpha would con-

centrate on reconnaissance within South Vietnam and southern

Laos, while Able Mable Bravo wou'ld f1y Yankee Team missions

over Laos and be ab]e to extend into North Vietnam should such

missions be authorized. The 2d Air Division conrnander would

exercise ooerational control over both forces.2

Able Moble Alpho

f nignt on schedule, the 45th Tactical Reconnaissance

Squadron sent eight RF-101C's to Tan Son Nhut Air Base on

I February 1965 to relieve the l5th Tactical Reconnaissance

Squadron from Able Mable duty. These Voodoos had undergone the

1l8l modification at a cost of $.|87,000 per aircraft for newer

cameras and camera control systems. Some equipment problems

remained unsolved when the modified RF-l0lC's reached SEA.

(U) A Hycon KS:72 camera with a 6-inch focal length lens

replaced the KA-2 forward oblique camera in the nose compartrnent.

The new KS-72, a framing camera designed for both day and night

photography, produced negatives only 4L inches square--one-fourth

of the area of the large format negatives produced by the KA-2'

€EeffF -



Capable of taking as many as six photographs per second, the

KS-72 had two shutters: for day photography, a focal plane

shutter with speeds up to 1/4000 of a second;

and for night photography, a between-the-lens shutter with a

maximum speed of one-hundredth of a second. The KS-72A film

magazine had an image motion compensation (IMC) feature and

held as much as 500 feet of film, enough for more than 1,200

exposures. Two new KS-72 cameras with 6-inch focal length
'lenses also replaced the trvo KA-2 oblique cameras of the fan

array in the camera compartment just forward of the cockpit.

3l fne First Hycon KS-72A cameras had an unacceptably

high failure rate and were difficult to maintain. The clutch

brakes in the film drive mechanism failed frequently and

excessive moisture in the camera body affected the electrical

components and the film 'itself. The trouble continued until

mid-year, urhen improved cameras (KS-72C1) were received. The

new equipment had an excellent reliability record and produced

high quality photography, even though it used the small format

negati ves .

(U) Designed for the RF-4C aircraft, a modified KA-56

panoramic camera with a 3-inch foca'l length lens replaced the

vertical KA-2. Intended for low-altitude photography, the

KA-56A used a rotating prism ahead of the lens to produce a

side-to-side photograph from horizon to horizon on a negative

dtGif:F.,.
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4! inches by 9 inches. It cou'ld take as many as six photographs

per second at shutter speeds up to 1/5,000 of a second. Fore

and aft movement of the lens during exposure provided Il.lC, and

the designers had added a potential for data annotation' in-

flight film processing, and fi'lm cassette ejection. The latter

two characteristics, when perfected, would al'low the pi'lot to

automatically process the exposed film in the camera and drop

the processed film to the ground corrnander who had asked for the

reconnaissance, saving days of processing, exp'loitation, and

delivery time. Use of such a film cassette would reduce the film

capacity from the norma'l 1,000 feet to 250 feet. Tests sh{lwed

the camera to be reliable and capable of good photography' but

the photo interpreters at first had some difficulty interpreting

the distorted oblique images at both ends of each photograph.

(U) 0ther cameras a'lso were considered in various posi-

tions for possible future use. A Fairchild T-ll precision

mapping camera with a 6-inch metrogon lens in an ART-21 torque-

stabilized mount could replace the KA-56A, as could a 10-184

strip camera with either a stereo or unit lens arrangement.

KS-72C cameras with 3-inch or l2-inch focal 1ength lenses could

replace the 6-inch KS-72's. The numerous possible camera com-

binations made the RF-101C a highly versatile vehicle capable

.of meeting a'lmost any type of tactical reconnaissance requirement

except night photography.3

{EgnEf-'
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?? Unpopular from the very first, the small format cameras

increased processing work'loads, complicated exploitation pro_

cedures, and intensified the tendency of the pilots to expose

more film than necessary. The cameras were most effective

below 8,000 feet or above 20,000 feet, leaving the optimum

operating altitude of the RF-l01c without an effective camera.

The photo interpreters continued to dis'like the small negatives

and the poor scale of the photography, and many Army of,ficers

who asked for Air Force reconnaissance specified that they

would accept only the larger format photography.4

3l After the torpedo boad attacks on U.S. Navy destroyers

in the Gulf of Tonkin in August 1964; the JCS drew up plans for
retaliatory strikes should the North Vietnamese repeat such

attacks or attack other u.s. installations or units. llhen the

smoke cleared after a viet cong attack on the u.s. Army compound

at Pleiku on 7 February 1965, eight U.S. personnel were dead

and 109 wounded. The 'losses triggered the contingencgl*3lans and

RF'l0lcis launched at once on weather reconnaissance missions.

They found visibllity at the targets ln the panhandle of North

yietnam to be about a mile. The c'louds began at 100 feet, and

were solid up to 6,000 feet. Because bombing of small,

vaguely deflned targets under such conditions was out of
the questiofl, Lleutenant Genera'l Joseph H. lrloore, 2d Air
Division comrander, delayed 'launching the strike force. An
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RF-l0lC on a reconnaissance mission and four RF-l0lC's'intended

as pathfinders launched f,rom Tan Son Nhut Air Base on schedule,

but General Moore had them recalled. When VNAF A-l aircraft

attacked the Chap Le Barracks early the next morn'in9, however'

an RF-]0'|C went ahead of the force on a weather reconnaissance

mission ano two RF-l0lC's provided post-strike reconnaissance

of the target.s

ft|D Viet Cong explosives destroyed a U.S. billet at Qui

Nhon on I0 February 1965, triggering another retaliatory strike

against North Vietnam. When weather scout RF-l0lC's found good

weather in the target area, the strike and support airc$aft

took off. The RF-l01C reconnaissance a'ircraft photographed the

target so soon after the bombing that the smoke and dust pre-

cluded bomb damage assessment (BDA). CINCPAC asked for authority

to schedule another BDA reconnaissance mission' but the JCS

denied the request.6

fr| Headquarters 2d Air Division on l8 February 1965

issued an operations order, nicknamed Racing Motor, to define

reconnaissance participation in future retaliatory strikes

against North Vietnam. The pilots of RF-l0lC weather reconnais-

sance aircraft were to pass target weather to the 2d Air Division

Cormand Post at least an hour before the first scheduled strike

aircraft talieoff. Escorted pathfinder RF-l0lC's would precede

the f'lak suppression aircraft to the target areas to acquire
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pre-strike photography, identify the target for the strike

aircraft, and loiter in the area long enough to obtain irrnedi-

ate post-strike photography. Ignoring the lesson of the first
BDA missions in North Vietnam, 2d Air Division again scheduled

the post-strike reconnaissance too sool after the strike.T

Gl Although 2d Air Division then cancelled Rac'ing Motor

before the squadrons could undertake it, CINCPAC issued new

instructions that improved the s'ituation. BDA reconnaissance

missions continued to accompany or follow closely behind the

strike force, but CINCPAC authorized additional post-strike

reconnaissance missions at the first good weather witho**the

need for further approval. The RF-lOlC's had to remain at medium

altitude, and escort aircraft were not to be used. Two RF-l0lC's

photographed the USAF and VNAF strikes on the Quang Khe naval

base on 2 March, but once again smoke and dust kept the photo

interpreters from evaluating the damage.S

F) 0n 18 March 1965, the JCS authorized the Air Force

and Navy to f1y daily reconnaissance sorties over North Vietnam

south of 2Oo N. Such flights, nicknamed B'lue Tree, could carry

out weather, visual, photographic, infrared, radar, and other

sensor reconnaissance missions as appropriate, but had to fly

above 10,000 feet AGL. CINCPAC protested the altitude restric-

tion, pointfng out that persistent heavy c'loud cover and low

ceilings would make medium a"ltitude reconnaissance nonproductive

. f,fgffir
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as much as 60 percent of the time. Subsequently' the JCS on

30 March authorized low-altitude reconnaissance over North

Vietnam and expanded to 2lo N. where U.S. aircraft could f1y

reconnaissance missions, but prohibited a'll flights within 40

nautica'l mi1es of Haiphong or Phuc Yen Airfield. PACAF and

2d Air Division could provide fighter escort for the RF-lOlC's'

but could schedu'le flak suppression aircraft only with JCS

approval on an individual mission basis. The JCS also imposed

a'ljmit of l0 missions of two reconnaissance aircraft each per

week.9

+tJ Able Mable Alpha RF-l0lC's in April became the first

Air Force tactical aircraft whose pilots used ECM against North

Vietriam. When the JCS on l5 April authorized the use of active

ECM against noncommunications targets in North Vietnam, the Air

Force quickly moved QRC-160 ECI'I pods and supporting personnel to

Tan Son Nhut Air Base to support strike and reconnaissance

operations. 0n 29 Apri'1, three RF-l0lC's, each carryingrfour

QRC-160 pods, supported a Rolling Thunder strike miss'ion by

jarrning radars associated with defensive equipment' The new

capability decreased the risk to strike aircraft, but it also

further overworked the small force of RF-l0lC's at Tan Son

Nhut Air Bas".l0
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Green Pyihon

97 Because of the events in North Vietnam, PACAF increased

the Able Mable force at Tan Son Nhut Air Base to 12 RF-lOlC's in

late March. To avoid confusion, PACAF changed the nickname of

the force at Udorn RTAFB to Green Python, while the force at Tan

Son Nhut Air Base became just plain Able Mable once more. .Four

RF-l0lC's from the l5th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron arrived

at Udorn RTAFB on 3l March, and two more arrived the next day to

bring the force to full strength. With support personnel and

equipment on hand, Green Python pilots flew their first Yankee

Team reconnaissance mission from Udorn RTAFB on I April .|965.

l,lithin a week, the force was fully operational and flying an

average of four sorties per day. 0n 6 May, six 363d Tactical

Reconnaissance lrling RF-l0IC's, then on temporary duty at Kadena

A'ir Base, flew to Udorn RTAFB for a stay of 5 to 7 days. When

the Royal Thai Government authorized an increase in the Green

Python task force strength to IZ aircraft, the temporary duty

of the 363d aircraft and crews became indefinite.ll

€) At midnight on 12 May 1965, Saigon time, President

Lyndon B. Johnson halted all bombing missions over North

Vietnam, ostensibly to encourage Hanoi to enter into peace';"1

negotiations. The next day the Air Force and the Navy began an

intensified reconnaissance campaign over North Vietnams flying
.|84 missions in 3 days. The large number of missions apparently

77
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caused the North Vietnamese to shift to night convoy operations,

following a practice established in Laos. When the bombing I
resumed on l8 May, CINCPAC proposed continuing the intensive

reconnaissance program over North Vietnam to ferret out hidden

roads, trails, and other transportation and corrnunication targets.

I April photography showed the first surface-to-air

missile (SAM) sites under construction south of Hanoi. The Voo-

doo pilots had avoided small arms fire by f'lying above its
effective range, and had largely overcome the antiaircraft fire
by speed and course changes, but they could only guess at how

effective the new missiles might be. 0n 5 May, a U-2 pilot
photographed another almost completed SAM site l5 nautical miles

southwest of Hanoi, and l0 days later the site was occupied. At

lease three more missile sites had been completed by the end of

May. The RF-l0lC pilots could not photograph the new missile

sites because they were within the 40-nautical-mi'le circles

around Haiphong and Phuc Yen Airfields, but their missions out-

side those circles occasionally took themwlthin missi'le range.

The danger area expanded on 24 JuIy when a missile downed an.c

F-4 several miles west of Hanoi.13

Al Even though the North Vietnamese Air Force had stationed

MIG aircraft at Phuc Yen Airfield for several months, those air-

craft never 
-had 

presented more than a potential threat to the

unarmed RF-l0lC's. CINCPAC, however, concerned that the fighter

t2
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threat might suddenly increase without his knowledge, in .l;e'
1965 directed da'ily photo coverage of all jet-capable airfields

in North Vietnam above 20o N. to provide constant monitoring of

the fighter aircraft inventory. An "odd-even" agreement between

the Air Force and the Navy provided for full daily coverage of

the airfields, with the Green Python RF-l0lC pilots responsible

for photography on the odd days of the month. Photography from

an 18 September mission showed eight MIG fighters at Kep Airfield,

35 nautical miles northeast of Hano'i, and 24 newly arrived aircraft

shipping crates at Phuc Yen Airfield. The threat thus had increased

considerably and would increase even more once the North Vietnamese

assembled the new aircraft.l4

!f Antiaircraft fire constituted the greatest threat,

however, as the number of gun posit'ions in North Vietnam grew at

an alarming rate. The llorth Vietnamese made most effectivd-u1e

of their gun batteries by massing them around certain key target

areas and along the routes used by strike and reconnaissance

aircraft. They then began to use barrage fire coordinated with

ground observer reports of low-flying U.S. aircraft, hoping that

the aircraft would run into the massed projectiles. This tactic

used enormous quantities of arrnunition, but it was effective

against the RF-101C's as long as the pilots flew1ow-oltitude

sorties at or above 
.|,500 feet.l5

€t0nff- 
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lf Rtttrough interest centered on aerial reconnaissance

over North Vietnam, the Green Python Task Force also continued

to be responsib'le for most of Laos. Headquarters 2d Air Division

directed that all reconnaissance missions above lgo N. be

escorted by F-105 aircraft, which had a much shorter range than

the RF-101C and could not loiter in the objective areas of

northern Laos while the Voodoos took their pictures. The Green

Python Task Force asked that 2d Air Division headquarters delete

the escort requirement and a'llow the RF-'l0lC's to fly reconnais-

sance missions over northern Laos in pairs. As soon as 2d Air

Division headquarters agreed, the two aircraft Ioose formation

once more became standard oue" Laos.l6

Growing Poins

lC nf-qC aircraft arrived at Tan Son Nhut Air Base in

0ctober 1965 to augment the RF-l0lC's, and the expanding recon-

naissance for.ce dictated a more permanent arrangement of the

RF-l0lC units. A complicated series of moves took place early

in November. First, the 45th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron,

operating as Able Mable at Tan Son Nhut Air Base, moved its
aircraft and personnel back to Misawa Air Base, Japan. The 20th

Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron, without aircraft, moved from

Shaw Air Force Base to Tan Son Nhut Air Base, where it took

over the Able Mable mission. The l5th Tactical Reconnaissance

Squadron was to keep 12 operat'ional RF-101C aircraft at Tan Son

tt0Rt?' .
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Nhut Air Base at al'l times for use by the 20th Tactical

Reconnaissance Squadron, which, in turn, had to fly 14 sorties

per day and keep an RF-lOlC and pi'lot on constant alert during

daytime hours. In addition, the l5th Tactical Reconnaissance

Squadron, with personne'l assistance from the 45th Tactical

Reconnaissance Squadron, had to man the Green Python Task Force

at Udorn RTAFB on a temporary duty basis. The six RF-l0lC's

and crews from the 363d Tactical Reconnaissance t,ling, then on

temporary duty at Udorn RTAFB, returned to Kadena Air Base.lT

Al The Voodoo missions were successful despite the com-

plex mission plann'ing and scheduling system under which they

operated. The RF-l0lC's at Udorn RTAFB and Tan Son Nhut Air

Base were on loan from Fifth Air Force, and 2d Air Division

actually owned only the one squadron of RF-4C's that had arrived
. .a

at the end of 0ctober 
.|965. Thirteenth Air Force headquarters

earlier had proposed activating a reconnaissance wing at Tan

Son Nhut Air Base to control all tactical reconnaissance assets

in SEA, but PACAF wanted a reconnaissance wing at Tan Son Nhut

and one at Udorn RTAFB. After considerable discussion, PACAF

on l8 February '1966 activated the 460th Tactical Reconnaissance

Wing at Tan Son Nhut Air Base, subord'inating it to ?d Air

Division headquarters. PACAF directed the new wing to accomplish

all tactical reconnaissance in SEA.18

€EOflEF *
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(U) PACAF also discontinued 2d Air Division on I April
.|966 

and organized and activated seventh Air Force in its stead.

During the last 10 days of March, pAcAF moved the 20th ractical
Reconnaissance squadron and its RF-lo]c's from Tan son Nhut Air
Base to Udorn RTAFB to replace the Green python Task Force. The

l5th ractical Reconnaissance squadron personne'l and aircraft
that had made up the Green python Task Force returned to Kadena

Air Base after having flown 4,349 reconnaissance sorties and

6'786 flying hours in 'l year. The 45th ractica'l Reconnaissance

Squadron sent 12 RF-l0'lC,s and crews to Tan Son Nhut Air Basg

to take over Able Mable responsibilities. All of the moves had

been completed by 1 April, giv.ing Seventh Air Force a squadron

of RF'lOlC's at Udorn RTAFB and a squadron of RF-4C'S, plus a

detachment of RF-l0lC,s at Tan Son Nhut Air Base.l9

A, Additional reorganization rnoves increased the

strength of the reconnaissance force in mid-year. The 20th

Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron at Udorn RTAFB found its l2
RF-l0lC's inadequate to satisfy the growing reconnaissance

requ'irements, so PACAF in May increased the squadron's authorized

strength to l6 aircraft. The l5th ractical Reconnaissance squadron

quickly sent four of its Voodoos to bring the ZOth up to

strength. Four RF-lOlc's and crews also arrived at Udorn RTAF8

from UsAFE in July, at which time the l5th ractical Reconna'issance

squadron moved four of its aircraft from Udorn RTAF8 to Tan Son

Nhut Air Base to augment the 45th Tactical Reconnaissance

troffiF.
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Squadron. 0n 23 July, pACAF moved a'll remaining aircraft and

personnel of the 45th ractical Reconnaissance squadron to Tan

Son Nhut Air Base as Detachment l. The squadron title and

official headquarters remained at Misawa Air Base, Japan, with

one officer and one ainnan. Scheduled to convert to RF-4C,s,

the l5th Tactica'l Reconnaissance Squadron at Kadena Air Base

became a replacement pool for RF-'l0lC,s, delivering aircraft
to SEA within 24 to 48 hours after a combat or operational

I oss.2o

a) Although the reconnaissance force grew quite rafidly
during .|965, the amount of film exposed increased even more

rapidly. As mentioned earlier, the measure of reconnaissance

success had been shifting from the intelligence yardstick of

how many assigned objectives had been photographed on each mission

to the operations measure of how many feet of film were exposed.

However, it was the 2d Air Division Director of Inte'lligence,

Brigadier General Rockly Triantafellu, who on l8 December 
.|965

established the policy that converted the measurement of recon-

aissance success from intelligence production to fi'lm consump-

tion. He ordered that whenever the weather conditions were

favorable, reconnaissance pilots would keep their cameras running

while over enemy territory. Once the primary and alternate

objectives had been photographed, the pilots were to use all
remaining film to photograph targets of opportunity or just
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whatever they happened to fly over. Miles of film rolled

through the photo processing machines and across the photo

interpreters' light tables, and 2d Air Division could boast

about the miles of aerial film its reconnaissance aircraft had

t1
exposed.'' Repeated efforts by the intelligence staffs at 2d

Air Division headquarters and PACAF to reverse this trend failed,

and only a tiny percentage of the film could be exploited to

produce intelligence. Meanwhile, changes to operational tactics

made for better overa'll missions.

ftf Damage to the RF-l0lC's from antiaircraft fire **t

diminished dramatically during November and December, with only

one aircraft receiving a single hit on 8 llovember. The pilots

gave much of the credit for the great improvement to an adapta-

tjon of the popup maneuver by Major Harry V. Runge of the l5th

Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron. The maneuver called for a

'low-a'ltitude, high-speed run to a point 5 miles from the

objective, where the pilot cut in the afterburners and cljmbed

to between 
.|0,000 

and 15,000 feet with the long focal length

split-vertical cameras r.unn'ing. He crossed the target in Ievel

flight with the appropriate cameras turned on, and then dove

back to the relative safety of very low altitudes. The popup

had many advantages, not the least of which was its ability to

frustrate gun and missile defenses while the RF-l0lC's photographed

their object'ives and returned safely to base.22



I As Christmas 
.|965 

neared, President Johnson decided

to call a holiday truce. His military advisers protested that

such a truce could only work to the enemy's advantage, but the

President apparently had made up his mind. The JCS planned an

intensive reconnaissance program over North Vietnam during both

the Christmas and New Year truces to determine how the North

Vietnamese reacted. Their findings supported the military con-

tention that the North Vietnamese were using the truces to

improve significantly their situation. Thousands of people

repaired and rebuilt roads, bridges, rail Iines, and other

essential facilities, not even running for cover when the

RF-lOlC's swept by. The President continued the bombing halt

through the end of January 1966, hoping that the North Vietnamese

would respond by agreeing to peace talks, but the enemy only

intensified his reconstruction and resupply efforts. The North

Vietnamese rebuilt or replaced dozens of road and rail bridges

and built one or more bypasses for each of the more vital bridges.

Long lines of trucks moved into Laos with enough materiel tt.r
keep the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese units in South Vietnam

supplied with food and ammunition for many months. The Voodoos

photographed the reconstruction and resupply effort whenever the

seasonably poor weather permitted.23

ff Poor weather persisted over North Vjetnam during the

early months of 1966, producing the usual unsafe flying conditions.

€COiEF *
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Most of the RF-10'lC pi'lots on reconnaissance missions intd ?re

area let down through the c'louds over the open water of the

Gulf of Tonkin, frequently breaking into the clear at altitudes

of 200 feet or 'less. North Vietnamese radars acquired the

Voodoos as they approached the letdown area at high altitudes

and tracked them to their objectives. The pilots normally

encountered intense automatic weapons and antiaircraft fire
from the time they crossed the coast until they left North

Vietnam. blhenever the c'loud cover had holes, the pilots pre-

ferred to let down over land, despite the additional hazards.

As the aircraft broke into the c'lear under the]ow c'loud base,

the pilot had to orient himself quickly and turn to the best

course to his initia'l point (IP). This required that he be

able to recognize rivers, terrain features, and towns at a glance

and have connitted to memory every detail of his mission. If
the pilot cou'ld not reach his IP because of poor weather, he

aborted the mission.24

€l Despite the dangers and the growing threat, however,

the RF-l0lC's brought back photography of grbat value.

In January 1966, for instance, two RF-lOlC's piloted by Major

Harry V. Runge and Captain Jerdy A. Wright, Jr., of the l5th

Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron photographed a stretch of

Highway I in the North Vietnam panhandle. At one point, thdn

photography showed more than 30 trucks lined up to cross a

temporary bridge and continue their journey to the south.25

{f0ffiTr rr
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A Constantly growing enemy missile defenses a'tso made

life more difficult for the reconnaissance crews over Laos and

North Vietnam. As early as January 1966, pilots reported probable

SAM launches from points south of Vinh, even though the photo

interpreters were unable to find the launch position. By *i-$
February, electronic intercepts confirmed that SAM sites were

operational as far south as Vinh and Dong Hoi, and the presence

of such sites was further ernphasized by an increased concentra-

tion of antiaircraft guns. In addition, ground fire increased

dramatica'lly in the Mu Gia, Nape, and Barthelemey passes and at

other key road junctionr.26

Voodoo Losses

A As the threats multiplied, RF-lOlC's began to suffer

losses. The Green Python Task Force suffered its first aircraft
loss on 29 April 1965 when a pilot ejected after automatic weapons

fire hit his RF-l0lC near Sam Neua, Laos. The pttot reportJa!

was seen on the ground several times over the next few days, but

every recovery effort failed. The aircraft was quickly replaced

from Kadena Air Base, but the pilot was listed as missing in

action. 0n 22 May, a janmed rudder caused the RF-'l0lC piloted

by Lieutenant Co'lonel Raymond A. Lowery of the 363d Tactical

Reconnaissalce tling to crash on landing at Ubon RTAFB. The

aircraft was a total loss, but the pilot emerged unin5ured.27

Antiaircraft fire in the Phu Tho area on 29 July hit an RF-I01C

B7
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from the 45th Tactical Reconnajssance Squadron, causing itld
explode. Antiaircraft fire also destroyed a 15th Tactical Recon-

naissance Squadron l,oqqqo on a low-altitude, high-speed run

between Phu Tho and Viet Tri on 13 August.z8

fll Two RF-l0lC's departed Udorn RTAFB on 5 0ctober 
.|965

to obtain BDA photography of the Long Met arrnunition depot and

a nearby bridge, both about 30 miles northeast of Hanoi. The

pilots planned to cross their objectives about l5 minutes after

the strike force dropped its bombs, at a time when the enemy

defenses would be alerted and waiting. Kep Airfield, only 2

minutes flying time to the south, was the home of several l4IG's,

so the threat could come from above or below. A 3,000-foot cloud

base held the Voodoos well within range of the antiaircraft guns

and reduced their ability to outmaneuver the flak and missiles.

Every factor favored the enemy, but the two pilots continued

their mission.

,l About 8 miles from the objective, the two Voodoo pilots

flashed over a 1ow ridge. and ran into a well-placed antiaircraft

barrage that damaged both aircraft. The lead aircraft, piloted

by Captain Robert Pitt, broke into flames. Capta'in Pitt shut

down the burning engine and the fire went out. He turned toward

the Gulf of Tonkin, hoping to reach the water before ejecting.

l{ith a less ieriously damaged aircraft, his wingman endured the

intense antiaircraft fire for more than a minute to photograph
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both objectives, and then caught up with his leader. Within
.|00 miles of Da Nang Air Base and stjll flying, Captain pitt
decided to try to save his seriously damaged RF-l0lC.

n As his aircraft staggered southward, Captain Pitt saw

that he was critically short of fuel. Flak had torn his fdeL

cel'ls to shreds, and he already had lost more than a ton of

fuel. He was able to contact an Air Force tanker aircraft that

flew north to his aid, but when he tried to take on fuel he

discovered that the flak also had damaged his hydraulic system,

and he could not open his refueling receptacle. Still l0 miles

from the Da Nang runway, he had only 200 pounds of fuel remain-

ing, but he continued on. Five miles from the base he used

emergency procedures to lower the gear. The Voodoo lurched

toward the side of the runway and the pilot worked the rudder

pedals, but nothing happened. The enemy flak had destroyed his

rudder controls, so Captain Pitt could on'ly ride the s'lowing

but uncontrolled Voodoo. Off the runway it went, shearing the

landing gear and crash'ing through a radio shack before coming

to a halt. Captain Pitt climbed from a demolished aircraft

with only minor injuries. His wingman flew back to Udorn RTAFB

with the costly tilm.29

GP Until then, antiaircraft fire had accounted for all

RF-l01C losses, but CINCPAC in early November 1965 expressed

some concern that the MIG's represented an even greater potential

,SEOTEF.
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threat to the unarmed reconnaissance aircraft. Headquarters

2d Air Division assured him that the Voodoos were highly maneuver-

able and capable of outrunning the MIG-I5 and MIG-I7 fighters

that had been seen on North Vietnam's airfields. .
lO Two RF-l0lC pilots on a reconnaissance mission 30 miles

northwest of Hanoi on l5 November 1965 proved their ability to

get o.tt of a tight spot. Flying the usua'l loose formation on a

northeasterly heading at 9,000 feet, the two RF-l0lC's were

approximately 7 miles east of Yen Bay when the wingman spotted

two MIG's passing behind them at 15,000 feet. Because the flight
leader had begun his photo run and was concentrating on his navi-

gation, he did not see the MIG's, even after his wingman reported

them. As the MIG's dove on the leader, the wingman ca'lled to

him to break and slid his aircraft between the leader and the MIG's.

The enemy switched their attention to the wingman while the leader

finished his photo run and broke down and away. Twisting and

turning, the wingman found the nimb'le MIG's turning inside of him

and gradually forcing him in the wrong direction. His fue'l was

nearing the critical point and it was time to stop maneuvering

and use the Voodoo's superior speed. He slithered down to

500 feet, ro1led out1evel on a heading toward the city of Yen

Bay, and dove to 100 feet, virtually in the tree tops. As he{

streaked across the roofs of the city, every antiaircraft

battery opened fire, but a'l'l were firing well behind the Voodoo.

s0flfF "
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The MIG's thought better of flying through their own flak end.

broke off the pursuit. l.lhen the two undamaged RF-101C's landed

safely at Udorn RTAFB, the 'leader had brought back complete

photography of their assigned objective.30

I MIG's again tried to down two RF-l0lC's on 26 November

in the same general area. While flying a reconnaissance mission

northeast of Yen Bay, two pilots spotted at least four M.trG's'

diving on them. llhen the MIG's opened fire at a range

of 4,000 feet, the Voodoo pilots broke sharply to the 'left and

dove to about 200 feet, accelerating all the way and leveling

off on a course for home base. They could no longer see tFtYIG's'

which apparently had broken off the attack. Even when outnumbered,

the RF-101C appeared to be more than a match for the t'tIG-17.31

O) Two RF-'l0lC's'photographing objectives southwest of

Hanoi on I January '1967 received an electronic warning that

hostile aircraft were approaching. The Voodoos turned for home

at once and gained the relative safety of Laos before the unidenti-

fied aircraft broke off at the Laotian border. Because of the

high speed of the pursuers, the Voodoo pilots believed they were

MIG-21's rather than the older and slower MIG-'17's, but they were

unable to make a visual identification. The dense c'loud cover

had hampered the RF-l0lC's in their photographic work' but on

this occasion it also helped them e'lude the North Vietnamese

MIG's.32
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ff Desp'ite the growing menace of the MIG's, however,

ground fire continued to take the greatest toll. Two Voodoo

pilots assigned to photograph the Xuan Son Army barracks in North

Vietnam on 26 January 1966 swept across their objectives through

light automatic weapons fire and climbed into the bottom of.a.,lhe

clouds at 1,500 feet. One of the pilots called that his aircraft

had been hit, and never emerged from the top of the cloud layer

at 5,000 feet. Navy A-1's and Air Force F-'105's searched the

area but failed to find the downed pilot. The North Vietnamese

later reported that they had captured him.33

;f, Automatic weapons fire on 2l March hit an RF-101C

piloted by Captain Arthur Burer of the 45th Tactical Reconnaissance

Squadron while he was flying between Vinh and Thanh Hoa along

Route'l at a very low altitude. Captain Burer pulled up anda,

headed for the Gu:lf of Tonkin, but shortly thereafter the Voodoo

burst into flames. The p'ilot ejected and landed without injury,

but the North Vietnamese captured him. He was returned by the

North Vietnamese in 1973. 0n 2 April 1966, another 45th pi'lot,

Captain Daniel J. Doughty, was over North Vietnam on a reconnais-

sance miss'ion when antiaircraft fire hit his RF-l01C. He ejected,

and the other RF-l0lC in the flight photographed his open para-

chute as it descended. Rescue attempts were not successful.

Captain Doujhty was captured and remained a prisonei until

I 973.34



ff Fortunately, not all of the downed Voodoo pi'lots became

prisoners. l^lhile on a low-altitude reconnaissance mission over

the demilitarized zone (OmZ) on 4 November 1966, an RF-lOlC

p'iloted by Captain Denis J. Haney took severa'l hits from ground

fire. Captain Haney turned his aircraft out over the water and

ejected about 25 mj'les from shore. The 45th Tactical Reconnais-

sance Squadron pi'lot was in the water only 30 minutes before
?E

being rescued.""

O) 0n 8 February 1967, Captain John H. Rogers, Jr., "b1l

the 45th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron was flying a special

RF-l0lC mission over the Quang Khe ferry complex at 4,500 feet

and 500 knots when antiaircraft fire ripped into his aircraft

and set it afire. Captain Rogers nursed the crippled Voodoo out

over the Gulf of Tonkin before ejecting and landing safely in

the water. Severa'l hostile junks and sampans headed for the

pilot, but an A-l aircraft found him and drove off the wate?8iaft

with cannon fire. tlhen the Navy destroyer Cunningham plucked

Capta'in Rogers frorn the water 17 minutes later, he reported that

trucks were traveling practically bumper to bumper along Highway I

between Ron and quang Khe.36

A Although the 'loss of pilots and aircraft to ground

fire was difficult to accept, it was even more disturbing when

aircraft and- crews simply disappeared. 0n 7 March 
.|966, 

two

RF-l0lC's departed Udorn RTAFB to f'ly a low-altitude reconnaissance

t{fffifr*
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mission near Thanh Hoa. Shortly after crossing into North Vjetnam,

both aircraft disappeared. About the time the Voodoos were

scheduled to photograph their first objective, the U.S.S. Berkeley,

cruising in the Gu'lf of Tonkin, intercepted a radio message from

an unidentified aircraft indicating that a SAM had destroyed

another aircraft, but there u,as no identification for either

aircraft. Search aircraft never found any wreckage, and the

pilots have since been listed as kil'led in action.37

?l Lone aircraft were even more vulnerable to disappearing

without a trace. l'lajor William D. Burroughs on 3l Ju'ly departed

Udorn RTAFB in an RF-l0lC to f1y a reconnaissance mission north-

west of Hanoi and disappeared. This time there was not even a

radio call to indicate that something had happened. When Burroughs

was repatriated in 1973, he reported that 37rm rounds had hit his

aircraft, forcing him to eject at about 500 feet AeL.38

pf Rltnough any claims that the aircraft had been downed

by SAMs would have been pure guesswork, there a'lready was some

definite evidence of the 'increasing missile threat. F'lying a

single aircraft mission, an RF-1O'|C pilot on 22 May 1966 had

photographed the Thai llguyen railroad station, approximately 35

miles northwest of Hanoi, and had turned homeward at 4,000 fggt

when he saw a SAM headed toward him. He broke directly toward

the flying wtrite tetephone pole, missing it by little more than

100 feet. He had not seen it launched and was so busy getting

€$nH.-
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out of the area that he did not see it detonate.39 Besides

the SMs, the pilots !,ere also still dodging MIG's.

lA Two RF-101C's pi'loted by Major lla,l'let p. Marston

and Captain Richard M. Cooper were flying a reconna.isrun."''''t

mission near Dien Bien Phu in northwestern North Vietnam on

17 March 1966 *hen MIG,s made four passes. Fortunately, the

haze was so dense that the MIG's were not able to maintain visual

contact, allowing the RF-l0'lC,s to turn on afterburners and

easily outdistance the pursuers vrithout damage. A flight of two

RF-lOlC's over North V'ietnam on'16 September 1966 were not so

fortunate. The p'i'lots had no ink'ling that MIG,s were in the area

until the wingman suddenl r ca'lleC ti.:at his aircraft had been hit.
The leader saw that his wingman's aircraft was in flames, and

sudden'ly rea'l ized that he a'l so was under attack as two rounds

detonated about 100 feet ahead of him. Before he ejected, the

wingman called that the MIG was direct'ly over them, but the

leader never saw it.4o
!:61

el Such losses, whatever the cause, constituted a serious

drain on the number of available Voodoos. The l5th Tactical

Reconnaissance Squadron at Kadena Air Base de1ivered an RF-l0lC

to SEA to replace each loss, but by the end of'1966 it had

delivered the last of its aircraft. The Voodoo replacement pool

.41
was empty. '-
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Pl Seventh Air Force headquarters in mid-June 
.|966 

made

a change in reconnaissance tactics that increased aircraft

availabi'lity but somewhat reduced pilot survivability. The new

directive required that single RF-'l0lC's fly missions into

heavily defended portions of North Vietnam, replacing the

standard two aircraft flights. A single aircraft presented a

sma'ller and less inviting target, perhaps, and the pilot could

concentrate on his ourn survival, but he had no friendly wingman

to help whenever things went wrong. Shortly thereafter, on

29 June, Major Hallet P. Marston flew his RF-]O]C low across the

burn'ing Hanoi petroleum, oil and lucricants (P0L) storage area

to photograph the resu'lts of a strike by F-I05's. The spectacu-

1ar photography showed smoke billowing far above the reconnaissance

ai rcraft.42
lit Major Marston's photography of the Hanoi POL storage

area was part of an aggressive reconna'issance program to covef

a'll POL storage and handling fac'ilities in North Vietnam. Nick-

named B'lue Tree, the routine reconnaissance missions over North

Vietnam provided prestrike photography for crew study and

planning purposes, but Seventh Air Force headquarters scheduled

BDA reconnaissance as part of each strike mission. All BDA was

supposed to be accomplished within 36 hours after each strike'

g'iving the mjssion planners some flexibility in mission timing.



The added workload increased the number of RF-l0lC missions by

10 per day, but by late August that increase proved to be totally
inadequate as CINCPAC complained that there had been no BDA

photography of at 'least 36 bombed targets. Without an evaluation,

the planners could only schedule renewed bombing to insure that

the POL storage facilities were indeed destroyed.43 But post-

strike BDA photography was just one qf the uses of reconnais-

sance.

6 The Viet Tri pOL storage area became a point or t'of-

tention when the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) and pACAF

headquarters disagreed on its residual storage capacity. The

DIA est'imated that the undamaged tanks could store 1,320 metric

tons of POL, but the PACAF experts contended that the site could

store only 325. RF-l01C p'i1ots procured high resolution photo-

graphy of the installation, which the specialists used to carefully

measure and appraise each remaining tank. PACAF headquarters and

the DIA finally agreed that the true residual storage capacity

was actually 43 metric tonr.44

F> Voodoo photography also showed that the North Vietnamese

were taking advantage of U.S. po'licies which the press forced into

public debate. There had been a furor in the United States when

the subject of bombing dikes was aired. The Red River had been

diked for centuries and continued silting had built its bed above

the surrounding land. Bombing of the dikes could have killed

{fffif 'c
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many thousands of people and destroyed vita'l farm land, homes,

roads, and railroads. The United States, hov'rever, chose not to

follow such a course and publicly stated that it would not bomb

dikes or dams. Shortly thereafter, the RF-'l0lC's photographed

POL storage tanks being buried in the dikes a'long the Song La

River southwest of Vinh. It was the safest p'lace for the P0L,

and the North Vietnamese were quick to take advantage of U.S.

humanitarian .oncessions.45

Fl Another squadron of RF-4C's, the 'l2th Tactica'l 1.{.,rf

Reconnaissance Squadron, arrived at Tan Son Nhut Air Base on

9 September 1966 to increase the base force to three reconnais-

sance squadrons. A complicated augmentation also added a

squadron of RF-4C's at Udorn RTAFB by 0ctober, and a series of

designation changes resulted in the new unit becoming the 'llth

Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron. The geographical division of

the reconnaissance force was strengthened in August when

C0MUSi{ACV 'learned that less than half of the sorties flown by

reconnaissance aircraft at Tan Son llhut Air Base covered

object'ives in Laos and South Vietnam. 0n 29 {ugust' therefoge,

he directed that the reconnaissance aircraft based in South

Vietnam photograph only objectives in South Vietnam, the

southern tip of Laos, and the southern portion of North Vietnam.

The reconnaissance aircraft based at Udorn RTAFB could cover

on'ly objectives in northern Laos and North Vietnam. This

€E0flfrIr.
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appeased the MCV staff, but reduced the flexibility of the *..
reconnai ssance fo"ce.46

gt Because the added squadrons had increased the number

of flying units subordinate to the 460th Tactica] Reconnaissance

l.ling to nine, which exceeded the acceptable span of control,

the Cormander in Chief, Pacific Air Forces (CINCPACAF), again

asked for permission to activate a tactical reconnaissance wing

at Udorn RTAFB. He got it. I'lith the requisite authority in

hand, PACAF headquarters on l8 September organized the 432d

Tactical Reconnaissance l.ling to control al'l reconnaissance units

in Thai'land. The reconnaissance force then was divided geographi-

cally and by corrnand, although Seventh Air Force headquarters

exercised operational control.4T

e, Despite mil itary obiections, President Johnson again

announced a 2-day truce for Christmas 1966. 0nce again' the

RF-'!01C pilots braved the seasonably poor weather to photograph o.

the swe'll of enemy activity that began the minute the truce went

into effect. Large truck convoys sped openly along the roads

during daylight hours and hundreds of watercraft plied the

rivers, cana'ls, and coasta'l waters. Another truce on I January

produced the same general act'ivity, as well as more aggressive

defensive reaction by the North Vietnamese. Both were massive

resupply efforts that took advantage of every safe minute.48

oo
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I As the president allowed power plants, factories, and major

bridges in North vietnam to be bombed, General lr{il'liam N. Momyer,

seventh Air Force commander, came under greater pressure from' r
l'lashington to hasten the evaluation of the bombing resu'lts. Because

the aircraft from udorn RTAFB flew most of the BDA reconnaissance

missions over North vietnam, photo interpretation reports and photo-

graphs of most key targets took many hours to reach General Momyer and

his staff. To speed the reporting process, RF-10lc,s which photographed

high priority targets in North vietnam frequently refue'led fron a tanker

aircraft after coming out of North vietnam and then landed at ran son

Nhut Air Base. The photo laboratory processed their film irrnediatery,

and within a matter of ninutes General Momyer had preliminary damage

assessments and photographs. It was hard on the Voodoo pilots, who

had to f1y their refueled aircraft back to udorn RTAFB to be readied

for another mission, but it accelerated the intelligence cycle.49

$ President Johnson announced plans for a S-day truce

during the 1967 ce1ebration of Tet, the lunar new year. Faced

with yet another massive North Vietnamese resupply operation,

CINCPAC directed that every avai'lable reconnaissance vehicle

cover transportation facilities in North Vietnam and Laos. How-

ever, the reconnaissance aircraft could not fly below 12,000

feet on day missions without.specific CINCpAC approval, despite

the expected den-se cloud cover and low cei1ings.50
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A During the first 2 days of the Tet truce, RF-lOlC's

photographed more than l,'500 trucks along Route l5 northeast

of Mu Gia Pass and a'long Route I north and south of Dong Hoi.

At the Quang Khe femy,.|76 vessels and 14 barges busily off-

loaded cargo. Despite reduced flying because of very poor

weather throughout the final 3 days, the reconnaissance aircraft

confirmed 2,799 trucks and 3,.|.|2 watercraft in the southern

third of the panhandle of North Vietnam during the 5-day truce.

0n 9 February, RF-101C's photographed tracked amph'ib'ious vehicles

at Quang Khe; the next day two RF-lOlC's photographed a Russian-

made Mi-6 "Hook" helicopter on the Dien Bien Phu airfieldr +.*:

apparently engaged in resupply operations. The evidence produced

by aerial reconnaissance led Air Force inte'l'ligence analysts to

estimate that during the 5-day truce the North Vietnamese had

moved 800 truck'loads of supplies per day, enough to support four

Viet Cong divis'ions with essential supplies for a'lmost 4 years,

or the llorth Vietnamese Army divisions then in South Vietnam and

Laos for more than u y"ur.sl

(U) Some truly spectacular photography came from special

missions by RF-I01C's over the panhandle of North Vietnam. A

requirement for deta'iled information concerning coastal defenses

resulted in one such mission. With a 24-inch focal length KA-l

camera mounted in the forward bay to take nose ob'liques' a young

pilot flew his RF-l0lC northward along the beach at tree-top
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level with the camera operating at its fastest cyclic rate. "the

weather was good, and people caught in the open appeared dumb-

founded or terrified at the sight of the Voodoo that popped into
sight without warning and was gone as quick'ly, leaving behind

only the terrible noise of its passing. The photo interpreters

were enthralled by the detaf] visible in the large, sharp photo-

graphs and wanted more missions of that type. Unfortunately,

such missions had to be reserved for very special objectives

because of the automatic weapons massed in that part of North

Vi etnam.

Cp Although the Air Force placed the major ennphasis on

reconnaissance over North vietnam, the RF-1olc,s routinely con-

tinued to photograph objectives throughout south vietnam. Most

such objectives required mosaic-type photography of large areas,

but occasionally a fleeting target or an emergency situation
mandated a higher priority response. To meet such contingencies,

at the beginn'ing of each daily flying schedule seventh Air Force

headquarters placed two RF-lOlC's on alert at Tan Son Nhut Air
Base, one for in-country emergencies and the'other for contingencies

in Laos or North vietnam. If no high priority requirements arose

within 3 or 4 hours, the pilots flew a routine reconnaissance

sortie while other RF-'l0lc's and pi'tots assumed the alert status.

When an RF-l0lC discovered and photographed a truck convoy moving

through the Mu Gia Pass into Laos on 20 February 1967, for
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instance, the RF-101C on a'lert status scrambled from Tan Son Nhut

Air Base maintained surveillance until strike aircraft bombed the convcy,

and then photographed the results. 0ther simi'lar sorties proved

the value of the RF-101C in covering such fleeting targets in

Laos and South Vietnam.52

tt Both before and after the Tet truce, a JCS campaign

against the railroad system in North Vietnam required daily

tactical reconnaissance of all major rail lines. Several recon-

naissance sorties preceded each major strike mission against

railroad segments, and at least one BDA mission followed.

Photography of the Thai Nguyen railroad station and yards,

largest in North Vietnam and rai'lhead for the nearby iron and

steel complex, showed that the energetic North Vietnamese kept

at least one through rail Iine operational most of the time in

spite of the repeated bombings.53

(f, Weather conditions gradually improved over North

Vietnam during April and May 1967, particularly along the north-

east railroad between Hanoi and the China border, the segment

where strike missions then were concentrating. Two RF-l0lC

pilots in that area on 22 May 1967 photographed 25 assigned

objectives,25 bonus objectives, and an 80-nautical-mi1e strip

to the Gu'lf of Tonkin. That same day another RF-'l0lC pilot,
jinking to avoid more than 20 missiles ripple-fired at his

aircraft from the Hanoi defenses, photographed a perfect
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dispersion pattern of the approximately 3,600 warhead fragments

of a missile that detonated about 200 feet from his camera.54

Fortunate'ly, his aircraft escaped damage and he brought back

the photographs.

(U) By mid-1967, the RF-101C pilots had reached the peak

of their SEA operations. They were active over all of North''*

Vietnam and brought back excellent photography of a wide variety

of objectives. Their large format, long focal length cameras

provided specialized coverage not available from other reconnais-

sance vehicles. The Voodoos were old and well-worn, but they

also were dependable and highly acclaimed.
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CHAPTER IV .. DECTINE AND WITHDRAWAT

A My mid-1967, the RF-l0lC was l0 years old and had

seen hard usage in SEA. As one might expect, parts wore out

with increasing frequency and maintenance problems became more

serious. Probably the most significant prob'lem was the declin-

ing quality of the J-57 engines, many of which came back from

depot overhaul faci'lities with more defects than before.

Despite intensified efforts by maintenance personnel' equipment

failure caused the loss of some RF-]0]C's.

G 0n 7 July 1967, for example, as a pilot from the 45th

Tactica1 Reconnaissance Squadron departed Tan Son Nhut Air Base

on a routine reconnaissance mission, the hydraulic system in his

RF-'lOlC failed around 5,000 feet AGL. He flew to the tank

jettison area, dropped his full tanks, and then proceeded toward

Tan Son Nhut Air Base at 5,000 feet, burning off excess fuel.

When the right engine fire warning light came on, the pilot shut

down the engine and lined up for a straight-in'approach. The

pilot thrott'led back the left engine when its fire warning light

blinked on. Without further warning that eng'ine flamed out,

and when he was unable to restart either engine, the pilot

ejected. Although there was some coniecture that Viet Cong small

arms fire might have damaged the aircraft on takeoff or in the

jettison area, Seventh Air Force headquarters attributed the
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loss to "operational factors." The squadron lost another

RF-101C on 26 July '1967 under very similar circumstances, and

again Seventh Air Force headquarters listed operational factors

as the probable 
"urr..l

O 0ther operational 'losses resulted frorn the incredib'ly

dense air traffic over South V'ietnam, particularly near the

major air bases and the larger Arrny ground operations. 0n

9 August, an RF-l0lC on a reconnaissance sortie over South

Vietnam col'lided with an Army UH-lD "Huey" helicopter. The

mixture of high speed jet aircraft and slow helicopters in a

small airspace produced a volatile flying safety atmosphere.2

A Because many new reconnaissance pilots were encounter-

ing such unsafe conditions for the first time, the 45th Tactical

Reconnaissance Squadron planned indoctrination programs to insure

maximum survivability. To check on their general proficiency

and to keep the newer RF-l0lC pilots out of serious trouble, an

instructor pilot flew a modified chase position with them on

their first two reconnaissance sorties over South Vietnam. The

new pilots then flew l0 additional reconnaissance sorties over

South Vietnam before they were eligible for their first sortie

outside South Vietnam. An instructor pilot again accompanied

0perational Factors. A generic term used to
unknown or unproven factor associated with materiel
mechanical malfunction, fuel starvation, collision,
conditions, or similar cause related to some aspect
in-flight operation of an aircraft.

indicat8{n
fai I ure,
atmospheri c
of the
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them on their first sortie over Laos or North Vietnam, and on

their first aerial refueling mission.3

|) Even though the pilots were well indoctrinated, they

were operating the RF-l0.|C beyond safe limits. Because of its
age, the Voodoo did not have the latest electronic defensjve

equipment and thus was not able to counter many of North vietnam's

SAM tactics. Inefficient handling of reconnaissance film by

Air Force units further complicated the problem. A sAM destroyed

an RF-lOlc about 40 miles southwest of Hoa Binh on 21 June 1967,

and the North Vietnamese unsuccessfully launched five more missiles

against the search and recovery aircraft that picked up the pilot.
The photo interpreters had not reported any missiles in tfatoarea,

but photography from a reconnaissance mission flown on the

next day revea'led an unoccupied site. Careful examination

of 18 June photography showed that the site had been occupied,

and that another site nearby also held missiles and support

equipment. The North Vietnamese had set up their missiles in a

basic, unimproved positipn, launched against the first good

target, and run. Had the photo interpreters been ab'te to exploit

the photography of l8 June completely and quickly, their reporrs

m'ight have alerted the RF-l0lC pilot to the danger, and he could

have made appropriate changes in his mission plan.4

3) Another missile downed an RF-lOlC on 1 August 1967,

even though the Voodoo carried operational ALQ-51 deception

+eflE+:.
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januners. Seventh Air Force headquarters, having suspected for

some time that the ALQ-SI pods were ineffective against increas-

ingly sophisticated radars in North Vietnam, withdrew them from

use. As a substitute, it directed that the RF-l0lC pilots again

f'ly in two-ship formations over North Vietnam, each aircraft

camying two ALQ-7.| januning pods originally designed for fighter

aircraft. Because the large external pods reduced the RF-l0lC's

speed and limited its maneuverabil'ity, making the aircraft easy

prey for MIG's, Seventh Air Force headquarters directed that

they avoid those areas where the MIGIs were most active. An

alternate procedure on some missions provided an escort of

fighters carry'ing the ALQ-71 pods. 0n 22 August, for jnstance'

two escdrted RF-l0lC pilots from Udorn RTAFB photographed four

bridges in the Lang Son area of North Vietnam with.lcrg focal

length cameras without seeing a missile launch or a MIG. l^lhen

a MIG shot down another RF-l0lC on 16 September, however,

Seventh Air Force headquarters directed that the Voodoos not

be schedu'led for reconnaissance missions over northern North

Vietnam.5

n There remained plenty of reconnaissance work over

Laos and the panhandle of tlorth Vietnam for the Udorn-based

RF-101C's, and those based at Tan Son Nhut Air Base had far

more requirehents than they cou'ld handle. For some time' the

operations staff personnel at Seventh Air Force headquarters
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had espoused the idea of sending reconnaissance squadrons and

detachments to other bases in South Vietnam to shorten response

time and to accelerate the defivery of photographs, but

'intelligence staff personnel and General Momyer had opposed the

idea. In August 1967, however, General Momyer allowed the 460th

Tactical Reconnaissance lr/ing to begin a part'ial test of the

concept. The 45th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron readied l7

WS-4308 vans--expandable trailers containing processing and

exploitation equ'ipment--for shipment to Phu Cat Air Base.

Seventh Air Force units completed the airlift of the vans and

requisite supplies and equipment--450,000 pounds in all--on

28 August .|967, 
and Forward Operating Location Alpha (F0LA) was

fully operational by 3 September.6

e7 Reconnaissance pilots from Tan Son Nhut Air Base

photographed objectives in the northern provinces of South

Vietnam and 'landed their aircraft at Phu Oat Air Base. The OLM

personnel unloaded and processed the exposed fiIm, reloaded

the cameras, and refue'led the aircraft. The pilots then took

off from Phu Cat Air Base, photographed additional objectives,

and landed at Tan Son Nhut Air Base. Seventh Air Fsfce head-

quarters had to arrange for the airlift of more than 35,000

pounds of supplies to Phu Cat Air Base each month, but the

operations staff was pleased with the experiment. Although the

delivery of mission products continued to be too slow, the

}
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added base had speeded up the process because Phu Cat was close

to many large Army units. The detachment worked well and seemed

to prove the validity of the dispersal of reconnaissance assets.T

(fl Some of the first missions turned around at Phu Caf

Air Base were part of an operation nicknamed Neutralize, in-

tended to find and destroy enemy artil'lery pieces in and above

the DMZ that were battering the Marine positions south of the

zone. Seventh Air Force headquarters launched the operation

on ll September '1967 with RF-4C reconnaissance sorties at medium

altitude, but the photo interpreters were unab'le to find a single

gun position on the photography. Seventh Air Force headquarters

then scheduled a low altitude RF-lOlC mission over the area with

the KA-l large format cameras. This time the photo interpreters

found numerous gun positions, some with guns, and passed the

target data to the Marine artillery and Air Force strike units.

RF-l0lC pi'lots f'lew almost all of the subsequent missions at low

altitude, photographing many artillery positions before Seventh

Air Force headquarters ended the operation on 31 October. Despite

intense counterbattery fire and numerous bombing missions, the

photography frorn the many RF-l0lC BDA reconnaissance missions

was unab'le to verify the destruction of a single enemy artillery

pi ece.8
It
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The Electronic Borr=er

5) Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara on 15 September

1966 had ordered the development and installation of an antil
infiltration barrier intended to detect trucks and people moving

through the DMZ or down that oortion of the Ho Chi Minh Trail in
Laos. Acoustic and seismic sensors planted adjacent to roads and

trails transmitted signals of passing vehicles or people to a

computer at Nakhon Phanom RTAFB, where specialists analyzed the

data and developed targets. l,Jork on the new system proceeded

very rapidly and by August 1967 the barrier personnel were

requesting increasing numbers of reconnaissance missions. Be-

cause they needed the photography for planning the location of

sensor strings, the photo interpreters frequently specified

RF-l0lC's for the low altitude missions. The KA-1 large format,

split vertical cameras.produced much sharper photography than the

RF-4C cameras, even at altitudes of 300 to 500 feet AGL. Bad

weather slowed the operation, but when the weather cleared on

18 and 19 0ctober, the RF-101C's flew a tota'l of 39 missions.

By 31 October, the project was essentially complete.9

J, Even after the initial requ'irements had been satisfied,

however, the workload continued to increase. The planners asked

for photography of additional areas where sensors might be placed,

and required that about 25 of the original areas be rephotographed

monthly. In addition, RF-l0lC pilots had to photograph every
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sensor implant mission to record the exact sensor position. By

the end of 1967, Seventh Air Force headquarters had cormitted

a'lmost the entire RF-10'lC force to supporting the electronic

barrier, scheduling an average of five missions p"" duy.l0

O) As the reconnaissance workload increased, the RF-l0lC

force decreased. Air Force headquarters told PACAF that it had

shipped the last availab'le RF-l0lC replacement to SEA in July

1967, and there were no more Voodoos anyrhere in PACAF. 0n

3l October, PACAF deactivated the 20th Tactica'l Reconnais€tnce

Squadron at Udorn RTAFB and transferred all but four of its

aircraft and most of its people to the 45th Tactical Reconnais-

sance Squadron at Tan Son Nhut Air Base. By thus concentrating

all of its. RF-l0lC's, PACAF generally limited them to reconnais-

sance missions over South Vietnam, the lower panhandle of Laos,

and the southern tip of the panhandle of North Vietnam.ll

C Even with the smaller force, reduced operating areas,

and lowered risks, maintenance and supply problems continued to

increase. Replacement parts for the aged aircraft became more

difficult to obtain as the depots used up stocks. Between

0ctober and December 1967, the base supply facility at Tan Son

Nhut Air Base for no known reason reduced a1l RF-101C parts
-t

records to zero and threw away the stock cards. As new RF-l0lC

parts arrived, the computer showed no need for them and supply

personnel placed them aboard the next ship en route to the

113
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United States. By the time the 460th Tactica'l Reconnaissance

Wing discovered what had been done, it was almost too late to

recover. They reestab'lished the stock records at base supply

and submitted emergency requisitions for the more critica1

parts, but almost 6 months passed before the parts stock aggin

reached a satisfactory level. Meanwhile, a few RF-lOlC's were

cannibalized to keep the others flying. It had been a costly
12

supply error. ''
(O President Johnson again ordered truce periods for

Christmas and New Year, despite continued military opposition.

CINCPAC once more directed intensified reconnaissance during

the truce periods, with particular emphasis on the roads and

watemays from Thanh Hoa southward through the panhandle. CINC-

PAC hoped to identify truck parks, supply storage areas, off-

loading po'ints, and similar logistics targets that U.S. aircraft

could attack when the truce ended. Persistent cloud cove&"

precluded photography of the lower panhandle during both truce

periods, but 'low a'ltitude visual reconnaissance revealed another

Iogistic triumph for the North Vietnut"r..l3

Khe Sonh ond Tel

G Late in 1967 more than two divisions of regular North

Vietnamese Army troops surrounded Khe Sanh, an isolated Marine

outpost in the northwestern corner o.f South Vietnam. Faced with

the choice of evacuating or defending, General l'l. C. I'lestmoreland,

'8f0nfir
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C0MUSMCV, decided to defend the base despite apparently over-

whelming odds. He directed that every intelligence agency use

all of its assets to: measure the enemy strength, map enemy

force dispositions, and evaluate probable enemy intentions.

The RF-'|01C pilots joined other reconnaissance crews in photo-

graphing the Khe Sanh Valley many times over with every available

type of camera. Unprecedented amounts of intelligence poured

into MCV, where the staff went ahead with plans to support and

defend the Marines at Khe Sanh.l4

Q As the Khe Sanh defenses stiffened, North Vietnamese

and Viet Cong forces launched an attack on cities and military

bases throughout South Vietnam in the first few minutes of r
31 January 1968. The assault wave burst across Tan Son Nhut

Air Base and mortar rounds and rockets damaged several RF-l0lC's.

As soon as the engineers cleared and repaired the runway and

security forces drove off the hostile troops, the pilots began

flying missions with the serviceable RF-l0lC's. Corrnanders

throughout South Vietnam called for iranediate aerial reconnais-

sance; the Voodoos had plenty of objectives to photograph that

afternoon. I 5

O When intelligence sources indicated that at least one

battered North Vietnam Army division was withdrawing from Khe

Sanh in early February, General Westmoreland told General Momyer

to use his reconnaissance aircraft to follow the departing un'it.

r t)
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The North Vietnamese dealt another blow to the reconnaissance

force at 0100 on l8 February, however, when their forces around

Saigon launched several l22nrn rockets against Tan Son Nhut Air

Base. Among the casualties were one RF-lO'lC destroyed and

eight damaged. In a further fruitless search, the remaining

RF-l0lC's photographed every inch of Iand around Saigon out to

the maximum range of the rockets. Because those rockets used

the simp'lest possible'launching devices and left almost no trace,

the photo interpreters could only select possible launch sites.

The rockets kept coming, but their damage gradually diminiShed

and no more RF-l0lC's were lost.l6

A As the defense of Khe Sanh came to a successful end,

the reconnaissance sorties shifted to a variety of other high

priority objectives within South Vietnam. RF-l0lC pilots in

late March 1968 photographed enemy construction activity along

Route 547 in the A Shau Valley, braving increasingly intense

antiaircraft defenses. The pilots also photographed the tri-
border area to develop intelligence data on current infiltration

routes whjch soon became the targets for a series of Army opera-

tions: Grand Canyon, Buffalo, Truscott l,lhite, and Athens. The

Voodoo pilots continued regular photographic coverage of thq

Saigon area to tnaintain a current enemy order of battle and to

monitor suspected rocket launch sites and probable mortar

posit'ions. They also supported special operations, such as

{Eg*L-
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the week-long siege, evacuation, and destruction of the Kham

Duc Special Forces Camp. Requests for the photography from

the large format KA-l split vertical cameras kept the remaining
It

Voodoos busy. "
9f Meanwhile, the RF-'l0lC pilots continued to support

the electronic barrier by flying about five missions per day

over Laos to update the photo coverage and to photograph additional

areas. Even after the intelligence specialists at Nakhon phanom

RTAFB became proficient at analyzing the signals to develop

targets, the rules of engagement required visua'l or photographic

confirmation of the target before bombing it. The RF-l0lC !itots
successful'ly photographed suspected truck parks, bivouac areas,

and similar fixed insta1lations to develop strike targets, but

the truck convoys were too fleeting. The e'lectronic sensors had

proven their ability to develop valid targets, but General Momyer

and other corrnanders apparently had no confidence in their product.

Truck convoys moved almost unmolested along the roads of Laos,

even though the electronic sensors knew where they were.lS

A President Johnson went on television on 3l March 1968

to announce that all attacks against North Vietnam would halt

at 0800 on I April, Saigon time, "except 'in the area north of

the demilitarized zone, where the continuing enemy buildup

directly threatens allied forward positions and where the movement

of their troops and supplies are clear'ly related to that threat.,,
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He made no mention of aerial reconnaissance, but Iater decided

that he needed surveillance of North Vietnam until both sides

could agree to some form of control mechanism. Restricted as

they were to the area just above the DM, the RF-'l0lC pilots

were little affected by the new rules of engagement. The lbrth

Vietnamese, however, took the United States at its word and began

moving antiaircraft weapons and missiles southward into the lower

panhandle. The threat to the RF-l0lC's and other U.S. aircraft

increased rapidly as the number of occupied defense positions

mounted. I 9

e Voodoo pilots also participated in 0peration Turnpike,

designed to find and destroy North Vietnam's truck parks, supply

depots, and bivouac areas along the infiltration routes. Lasting

from'19 to 30 April 1968, it used all sources of intelligence

but emphasized carefully interpreted photo imagery. Seventh Air

Force headquarters told the photo interpreters to Iook for signs

of enemy activity that appeared after strikes on particular

targets. Trail and track activity, remains of structures,

burned spots on the ground, explosion scars on foliage, andt

similar signs cou'ld verify the existence of fixed facilities
that subsequently could be bombed. Again, the large format,

long focal length cameras in the RF-l0lC's provided the best

possible photography.20 Because Operation Turnpike was so

successful, Seventh Air Force headquarters extended it through

25 June.
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The Second Offensive

F) B]oodied badly in the Tet offensive, the Viet Cong and

North Vietnamese forces sti'll retained sufficient strength and

resources for at least one more major assau'lt. Duringtfpril 196g,

the RF-l0lC pilots repeatedly photographed the Saigon area out

to the l22rm rocket range, hop'ing to find rockets or launch sites

before an assault began. When the attack came, however, it was

almost as complete a surprise as the Tet offensive had been.

e) In the first few minutes of 5 May, the North Vietnamese

launched rocket and mortar attacks and ground assaults against

cities and military insta1lations throughout South Vietnam to

initiate the long awaited second offensive. As the night'ly

attacks continued, the 460th Tactical Reconnaissance }Jing flew

five RF-l0lC's to Phu Cat Air Base each evening to escape the

rocket and mortar rounds. The aircraft returned to Tan Son Nhut

Air Base the next morning, ready to f1y normal daily reconnais-

sance sorties. The enemy apparently had planned for such a

t
contingency, launching rockets into Phu Cat Air Base on the

night of ll May. The rockets damaged two of the RF-101C's

causing Seventh Air Force headquarters to cancel further

nightly flights.2l

{f) Even as the enemy offensive slow'ly ground to a halt,

rumors that the enemy rould renew the offensive in June caused

the a'lert to continue. The RF-'l0lC's continued to photograph

r{fffif
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23 sensitive objectives near Saigon and the "rocket belt" around

the city. Despite all of the concentrated effort, the enemy

showed no indjcation of a renewed offensive, and the nuEber of

reconnaissance missions gradually returned to no"mal.22

0 Small arms fire continued to damage the RF-l0lC's,

particularly 'in South Vietnam. To reduce the number of such

incidents, the 460th Tactical Reconnaissance Wing in June 
.|968

established new policies governing reconnaissance mission

planning. In heavily defended areas, the RF-l0lC's could make

only a single pass over pinpoint objectives or road segments.

The wing recommended a minimum altitude of 2,000 feet AGL for

objectives in South Vietnam and Laos; in those areas where small

arms fire was encountered most frequently, it suggested an alti-

tude of 3,000 feet. If cloud cover forced the pilots to fly

lower than those altitudes when photographing large areas, they

could f1y only three flight lines. The pilot had final discre-

tion in each case, but the recomrnendations were a forceful
27.quide.-"

(O Although the workload diminished in South Vietnam,

it picked up in Laos. The end of the monsoon cleared the rainy

skies over the Ho Chi Minh Trail and the 1968 surmer interdic-

tion campa'ign officially began on 14 Ju1y. The RF-l0lC and

RF-4C pilots photographed l9 carefully chosen interdict.ion

points at least once each day, and usual'ly much more often
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than that. Strike activity blocked the roads " ,
until the weather again turned bad in 0ctober. By 4 November,

the North Vietnamese had repaired all of the roads leading into

the Mu Gia and Ban Karai passes and were pushing large truck

convoys through the mountains. Illustrative of the enemy rush

to move supplies down the trai1, an RF-l0lC pilot that day

photographed a 40-truck convoy just east of the Mu Gia purr.24

e) Although the RF-101C pilots flew only a few sorties

over North Vietnam just above the DMZ, those sorties overflew

many SAM and antiaircraft gun positions, and Iosses were

inevitable. Major Giles D. Harlow of the 45th Tactical Recon-

aissance Squadron flew on such a mission on 6 August"lgfS and

ran into intense antiaircraft fire not far north of the DMZ.

He saw tracers passing his aircraft before he felt a projectile

hit somewhere behind the cockpit. When the hydraulic pressure

on both control systems began fluctuating and the cockpit filled
with smoke, Major Harlow turned toward the Gulf of Tonkin. At

20,000 feet the RF-l0lC suddenly pitched down, but the pilot

regained control and continued toward the safety of the water.

When the aircraft again pitched down and the controls froze,

Major Har)ow ejected. He suffered minor injuries from wind

blast and the opening shock of the parachute, but landed safely

in the water. A rescue helicopter picked him up almost at on.".25
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{Jf North Vietnamese heavy artillery again pounded U.S.

and South Vietnamese positions below the DMZ in September'

causing Seventh Air Force to 'launch an informal reconnaissance

program nicknamed 0peration Foxtrot. 0nce aga'in the RF-10.|C

pilots thoroughly photographed the region from the southern

edge of the DMZ to Bat Lake, searching for arti'llery posit'ions

and guns. The photo interpreters examined thousands of photo-

graphs, but found only four artil'lery pieces. Many m@ were

hjdden under the jungle canopy or concea'led by excellent

camouflage, and the shells continued to fa] 'l on the friend'ly

positions south of the Ot'12.26

{f Another maintenance crisis developed when the

mechanics discovered that the potting compound in the electrical

connectors of aircraft in SEA was melting and running out, leav-

ing the wires exposed. Since the compound was intended as

insulation and protection for the wires, its loss represented a

hazardous s'ituation. Fortunate'ly, on the RF-l0lC's only the

wiring insta'lled as part of the Proiect 'll8l modificat'ion was

affected. Rather than take the small force of Voodoos out of

action to repair the damage, the Air Force sent a l6-man team

to Tan Son Nhut Air Base to do the work. Working 7 long days

each week, the team completed the repairs in less than a

month.27

-m
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The Bombing Hoh

(U) President Johnson on 31 0ctober told the nation that
u . . . I have now ordered that all air, nava1, and artillery
bombardment of North Vietnam cease as of 8 a.m. Washington t.ime

Friday morning." When the U.S. negot.iators went to paris for

peace talks, their instructions included a sentence that read:

"The U.S. intends to continue reconnaissance flights, and the

record should not preclude such flights." Again, the president

had permitted continued reconnaissance over North Vietnam, but

the RF-'l0lC operating area remained virtually unchanged.23

F) Because of the uncertainty over North Vietnamese

reaction to U.S. reconnaissance, the Air Force proceeded vepJ,

cautiously, at first using only RF-4C's for tactical reconnais-

sance missions north of the DMZ. Pilots from the 45th Tactical

Reconnaissance Squadron flew five escorted RF-101C sort'ies just

north of the DMZ on 3 December, al'l of which returned safely to

base with good photography. The Voodoo pilots thereafter flew

occasional daytime missions in the area, but were highly vulner-

able.29 Until a more definite pattern of North Vietnamese

reaction emerged, the Air Force kept such missions to a

minimum.

F) 0n 20 December '1968, the RF-101C pilots began flying

two sorties per day in support of Project Mac See, photographing

selected interdiction targets in the A Shau Valley of northwestern

fiffifr r
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South Vietnam. The photography confirmed suspicions that the

North Vietnamese were using the main infiltration route through

the valley, pushing men and supplies toward the coast. Each

time U.S. or VNAF strike a.ircraft cut the road the enemy

immediately made repairs and the infiltration flow continued.

!'lhen three sma'l'l caliber rounds hit a reconnaissance aircraft,
Seventh Air Force set a minimum altitude of 2,500 feet AGL over

the A Shau Va11ey for all reconnaissance aircraft.30 Although

this somewhat diminished the effectiveness of the cameras, the

long focal length M-l cameras in the RF-i01C's continued to

produce big, clear photographs of the va'lley, a1'lowing the

photo interpreters to more accurately assess the magnitude of

the infiltration flow.

n The quickening tempo of the interdiction campaign in

Laos mandated the best available photography of selected objec-

tives, including the roads and trails over which the troops and

supplies flowed toward South Vietnam. Each day from 29 January

through 6 February 1969, two pilots of the 45th Tactical Reconnais-

sance Squadron 'launched their RF-101C,s from Tan Son Nhut A.ir

Base, photographed designated roads, waterways, and other

infiltration objectives with their M-l cameras, and landed at

Udorn RTAFB. Personne'l of the 432d Tactical Reconnaissance t'ling

removed the exposed fi'lm for immediate processing and exploitation
4

and re1oaded the cameras so the RF-101C pilots could complete

$SREL 1
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another reconnaissance missign on their return flight to Tan

Son Nhut Air Base.3l

0) Because of North Vietnamese defensive reactions to the

continuing reconnaissance missions, fighters escorted all

reconnaissance a'ircraft north of the DltlZ. Seventh Air Fofbt

headquarters felt this needless'ly hampered the RF-l0lC pi'lots

in their mi-sions below l7ol5' N., a relatively 1ow threat

environment as long as the Voodoos remained above 
.|5,000 feet.

0n 4 l,larch I969, therefore, Seventh Air Force headquarters asked

that PACAF allow RF-.l0'lC p'i1ots to f1y unescorted reconnaissance

missions over North Vietnam as far north as l7ol5'N. to photo-

graph large areas and to maintain surveillance of Routes IA and

l0l. PACAF on 8 March agreed, provided all RF-l0lC's remained

above 15,000 feet. Seventh Air Force headquarters found such a

restriction acceptable because the 36-inch focal length KA-l

cameras took excellent photographs at a good scale from the
a2

higher altitudes."'

f) North Vietnamese antiaircraft defenses in the panhandle

of Laos also grew dramatically in the early weeks of .|969. In-

telligence sources estimated that at least 9,000 North Vietnamese

Army regular troops manned 550 or more antiaircraft guns of a1l

calibers in positions from Mu Gia Pass southward. When Operation

Search began on 1 February, Air Force pilots flew RF-10lC's and

RF-4C's at 500 feet AGL at very high speeds along Routes 9 and
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922 leading into the A Shau Valley of South Vietnam, searching

for trucks, supply depots, truck parks, and other infiltration
targets. By the time the operation ended on 7 Apri1, thepilots
had 'located .|60 targets.33

0) Even though Air Force headquarters repeatedly had

claimed that 'it could furnish no more RF-lOlC replacements, it
occasionally shipped aircraft to Tan Son Nhut Air Base. Two

RF-I0'lC's from Shaw Air Force Base reached Tan Son Nhut Air Base

on 29 March 1969, and another arrived on 3l March. Although

losses to enemy action diminished sharply, 'losses from other

causes gradually reduced the force size. 0n 30 April, for

example, as an instructor pilot in an RF-I0'|C joined a newiy

assigned pilot in another RF-lOlC, the two collided. The pilots

landed safely at Phu Cat Air Base, but both aircraft suffered

extensive damage. The force lost the two aircraft for 2 weeks

for repairs.34

l)) One factor that once had reduced the effective force

was the frequent and time-consuming change of camera configgga-

tion. By early 1969, the 45th Tactica'l Reconnaissance Squadron,

with approval from higher headquarters, had eliminated much of

that delay by standardizing the camera configuration of all of

its RF-l0lC's. A l2-inch focal length KS-72 camera in the nose

compartment produced nose oblique photographs, particularly

effective on the very infrequent dicing missions. A 3-inch
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focal Iength panoramic camera and a pair of 6-inch foca'l length

KS-724's in a split vertical configuration filled the next camera

compartment. All used narrow film to produce small format nega-

tives. In the aft camera compartment were the two 36-inch KA-l

cameras in a split vertical mount. No matter what the requirement,

some combination of those cameras almost always produced a

satisfactory product.35

G} Some of the e'lectronic equipment in the RF-l01C's also

changed or improved during 1969. Between July and September, the

Air Force added "Seek Si'lence" secure corrnunications equipment

to all RF-lOlC's in SEA to make it poss'ible for the pilots to

radio urgent intelligence information to ground terminals without

fear of the enemy intercepting their transmissions. The Aii{orce

also equipped some of the RF-I01C's with high frequency (Hf)

sideband radios to improve conrnunications. Depot teams installed

both pieces of equipment at Tan Son Nhut Air Base as part of

scheduled periodic maintenance. 36

(+) Seventh Air Force headquarters had preferred that the

missions over the panhandle of North Vietnam be unescorted, but

intensified antiaircraft defenses and the growing threat of MIG

intervention precluded such operations. The RF-l0lC pilots on

20 June 1969 began flying one special escorted mission each day

into the panhandle of North Vietnam, searching for SAMs, trans-

shipment points, new roads, and similar targets. F-4E and F-I05

aircraft provided escort, prepared to attack missile sites or
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gun positions. By September, the RF-l0lC pilots also were flying
a daily unescorted sortie that remained south of lZot5'N. to
search for infi'ltrat.ion targets and SAM sites.37

(U) Antiaircraft fire that hit the left wing of an RF-lolC

on 28 October set the aircraft afire, destroyed the utility
hydraulic system, and caused the loss of left aileron control.

The pi'lot managed to fly the cripp'led aircraft back to base,

but was unable to lower his flaps to land. He touched down at

a very high speed and blew both tires on the main landing gear,

causing the RF-I01C to leave the runway. The r.ight main gear

sheared, causing extensive damage to the right wing, but the

pilot emerged uninjured.33

C By the final quarter of 1969, a national economy trend

was affecting the reconnaissance force in SEA. The operating
'location at Phu cat Air Base turned around its last reconnaissance

mission aircraft on l3 0ctober .|969, 
sh.ipped its equipment and

personnel to the 45th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron at Tan Son

Nhut Air Base, and officially c'losed on 28 0ctober '1969. Aer.ial

refueling for RF-101C's on missions into the northern provinces

of South Vietnam had stretched their photography time considerably,

but a drastic reduction in the number of refue'ling sorties in an

economy drive to save fuel eliminated aerial refueling for

reconnaissance aircraft. 0n the longer missions, the RF-l0lC

pilots had to land at Da Nang Air Base for ground refueling,

€E0fft- '
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significant'ly lengthening the total mission time and delay'ing

film processing several hours. Air Force headquarters also

reduced the RF-l0lC crew ratio from 1.35 pilots per aircraft

to .|.2--sending a number of pilots home early and cancelling

several repl acements.39

Commondo Hunt lll

(tl Commando Hunt III, the northeast monsoon interdiction

campaign in Laos, began jn 0ctober while the economy moves were

reducing the capability of the reconnaissance force. The RF-l0lC

pilots flew a few missions each week in support of Corrnando.Hunt

III, but were not deeply involved at first. New strjke aircraft,

exotic munitions, and aggressive tactics resulted in more claims

of destroyed or damaged trucks than ever before, but photo con-

firmation of the claims continued to be unsat'isfactory. Because

the photo interpreters wanted to use the large format KA-1 photo-

graphs in their search for the destroyed trucks, in February 1970

the 460th Tactical Reconnaissance Wing designated the RF-I01C

the primary reconnaissance aircraft for BDA missions in Commando

Hunt III. F'lying low over the roads and waterways of the Ho Chi

Minh Trail, the Voodoos brought back clear, sharp, big photographs'

and there was some increase in the number of claims verified by

40aerial photography.

€) Comrnando Hunt III also tested proposed new procedures

for monitoring enemy truck movements and road repair. RF-l0lC
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and RF-4c pilots orbited their aircraft at specified points until
the Airborne Batt'lefield Comnand and Control Center (ABCCC)

cal'led upon them to photograph some target that fighters had

bombed or strafed. The RF-'l0lc pilots photographed the scene

before the North vietnamese could remove or conceal the strike
evidence, and their film received priority processing so the

Seventh Air Force cormander could evaluate the results in a

minimum of time. Reconnaissance pilots also photographed .

designated road sectors at first light, hoping to record truck

kills before the North Vietnamese could remove the hulks.4l

Ot Much of the Connando Hunt area and North Vietnam

experienced exceptional'ly poor weather during the final weeks

of 1969 and the first few weeks of 1970, restricting the RF-l0lc's

to missions over south vietnam. whenever the weather broke over

North Vietnam, the pilots flew every available reconnaissance

aircraft to satisfy urgent intelligence needs. when the weather

was bad in the north, Seventh Air Force headquarters scheduled

sorties against only the higher priority objectives, releasing

reconnaissance aircraft for use in western Laos or South

vietnam.42

(U) 0n many of the missions in South Vietnam, the pilots

photographed top priority objectives such as troops in contact,

convoy ambushes, and hostile troop movements. In such cases,

Seventh Air Force headquarters either diverted an airborne *

SEOflEf. ,*
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reconnaissance aircraft or scrambled the RF-lOlC in alert

status. Although it was.effective, Seventh Air Force did away

with the RF-101C alert on 19 April 1970 as an economy measure.

Instead, one crew always was on call for high priority scramble

missions, and the maintenance crews had to keep one RF-101C

availab'le. Scramble time under such changed conditions wa,s,

much longer, but the new procedure saved many aircraft hours

that could be used to good advantage in other *uyr.43

(A Hith the departure from SEA of a squadron of RF-4C,s,

Seventh Air Force headquarters increased the RF-101C sortie rate

to 1.0 per aircraft per day. The Voodoos often had exceeded

that rate without difficulty, so .it was not an unreasonable

requirement. RF-101C pilots continued to fly most of the

reconnaissance sorties over North Vietnam south of 17015, N.,

usually without escort. Even in that relative'ly 'lightly defended

area, however, the potential threat increased significantly.

l4obile SAI'I battal ions roamed the panhandle roads, setting up and

launching within a very short time. lllc-2lrs, a very serious

threat because of their superior speed and modern armament,

patrolled the panhandle as far south as Dong Hoi. Seventh Air

Force headquarters in March 1970 reluctantly agreed that thg

RF-101C pilols cou'ld fly reconnaissance sortles over North

Veitnam at 400 to 500 feet AGL, which would foil the SAMs and

reduce the threat from the MIG's. The North Vietnamese promptly
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increased their concentrations of automatic weapons along the

roads and around key objectives, causing Seventh Air Force

headquarters to raise the minimum a'ltitude to 4,500 feet over

North Vietnam. By the end of l4arch 1970, SAM sites protected

the l,lu Gia and Ban Karai Passes and Route 7.44

It President Richard l.l. Nixon on 30 April 1970 announced

that he had ordered attacks "to clean out major enemy sanctuaries

on the Cambodia-Vietnam border." He tied the move to his with-

drawal of 150,000 troops from SEA and promised that a'll Ui$.

forces would'leave Cambodia by 30 June. 0n 6 l4ay, the JCS

authorized tactica'l reconnaissance over Cambodia to a depth of

60 nautical miles, but directed that the aircraft not fly over

Phnom Penh. Earlier RF-l01C missions over Canbodia, 'limited in

scope and number, had operated under the nickname French Leave,

but at the end of May, CINCPAC assigned the nickname Face Value

to a'll photo reconnaissance activities in Cambodia and directed

that no other nickhame be used. Face Va]ue missions covered

entirely new territory, causing the pilots to photograph such

potential targets as roads, waterways, cities, military bases,

airfields, and industrial complexes.45

F) Photography and visual reconnaissance showed that the

Khmer Rouge insurgents and North Vletnamese were using the 5e

King and Tonle Kong Rivers between Attopeu and Strugn Treng to

move cargo and troops toward Phnom Penh and other large cities.

€IORIT *
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CINCPAC approved continuous reconnaissance over the rivers and

other key transportation routes to maintain a current order of

battle. The JCS gradually enlarged the reconnaissance operations

area to include all of Cambodia, although in some areas specific

approval was required for each mission. The RF-l0lC's remained

active over Cambodia because their large format photographs

continued to be favored by Air Force photo interpreters and

ground unit corrnand""s.46

ffi Reconnaissance sorties over Cambodia more than

doubled during June 1970 as Seventh Air Force diverted many of

the sorties formerly allocated to South Vietnam. Seventh Air

Force used the RF-lOlC's and RF-4C's from Tan Son Nhut Ai,rr.{ase

for most of the Cambodia sorties, leaving the RF-4C's at Udorn

RTAFB to handle the sorties over Laos and North Vietnam. The

RF-l0lC pilots, however, also continued their unescorted sorties

over North Vietnam just above the DMZ. As the weather in Laos

deteriorated in July and the enemy activity along those infiltra-
tion routes ground to a halt, the RF-l0lC pilots flew no missions

over Laos for many *e"ks.48

A In February 1970, the Air Force Ch.ief of Staff

proposed withdrawing the RF-l0lC's of the 45th Tactical d,,

Reconnaissance Squadron from SEA. He wanted to inactivate the

only remaining RF-'lOlC squadron, which in turn would allow him

to phase out a training unit with'16 RF-lOlC's, saving a
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considerable amount of money each year. Even though the lG-l

large format camera was the on'ly sat'isfactory medium altitude

camera in SEA, its withdrawal wou'ld not cripple the reconnais-

sance effort. Despite the unpopularity of its small format

cameras and its lack of a medium a'ltitude capability, the RF-4C

could accomplish much of the work that the RF-l0lC's had been

doing. Seventh Air Force headquarters and MCV at first opposed

the withdrawal because of the high value which they placed on

the M-l photography, but in time they reluctantly agreed fhat

the budgetary restrictions imposed by the Congress 'left no other

a'l ternati ve.

5 Detachment '1, 45th Tactica] Reconnaissance Squadron,

halted all reconnaissance operations on I November '1970 and

prepared to disband. Air Force headquarters had ordered that

the squadron transfer the RF-'l0lC's to Meridian, Mississippi,

where they would replace the RF-84F's in an Air National Guard

reconnaissance squadron. The last RF-l0lC left Tan Son Nhut

Air Base on 16 November on its long journey to its stateside

home, and on that date PACAF inactivated Detachment I of the

45th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron. t

Al The Voodoo, among the first U.S. tactical jet aircraft

involved in the SEA conflict, went home before the fighting

ended. Combat action had destroyed 35 RF-101C's, almost the



equivalent of the maximum authorized strength (i.e., 36 aircraft)

of the two reconnaissance wings stationed in SEA.* But the

Voodoo served long and well, and contributed substantially to

whatever success the U.S. and allied forces had achieved.49

Actual'ly, the total of RF-I01C's in SEA , say from
August 1966 to January 1967, never reached more than 32.
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The RF-101 Voodoo

ABSTRACT

in Southeast Asia, 1961-1970

(U) Conceived in the final months of lJorld l,lar II as the XF-88, the
McDonnell F-101 Voodoo came into being 12 years later as a supersonic,
single-p'lace, twin-engLine tactical fighter. Its reconnaissance
version, the RF-101A, first joined Tactica] AirCommand reconnais-
sance squadrons at Shaw Air Force Base in March 1957, and two years
later PACAF's two reconnaissance squadrons converted to the stronger
RF-l01C Voodoo.

(U) wtren first assigned to PACAF, the RF-101C camied a nose ob]ique
camera and a three-camera fan array ahead of the cockpit, a viewfinder
that allowed the pilot to see the ground be'low and ahead of his air-
craft, and a split-vertical arangement of two large-format cameras
behind the cockpit. Subsequent modifications installed faster cameras
for low a'ltitude missions and improved controls, but also introduced
the unpopular small-format cameras. l.lith two 15,000-pound thrust
jet engines with afterburners, it had a speed of 875 knots, and its
3,150 gallons of JP-4 fue'l gave it a combat radius of nore than 800
miles. Light on the controls and highly maneuverable, it was a
pilot's a'irp1ane.

(U) Among the first U.S. reconnaissance aircraft in Southeast Asia,
the RF-101C's from PACAF's squadrons spent long periods of temporary
duty at Don Muang Airport and Udorn Royal Thai Air Force Base in
Thailand and at Tan Son Nhut Air Base, South Vietnam, photographing
vital objectives in Laos and South Vietnam to provide most of the
intelligence used by U.S. and South Vietnamese forces. Using a
photoflash cartridge pod designed for another type of aircraft' the
Voodoo pilots also developed a limited night photographic capab'ility.
Ehen'fhe United States finally decided to bomb targets in North
Vietnam, RF-101C pi'lots took the first prestrike and poststrike
photographs and led the Air Force and Vietnamese strlke aicraft to
the tapgets. The Voo.doo pllots photographed objectives all the way
to the China bordeF,:SFiving antiaircraft fire, mlssi'les, and MIG

interceptors--and suffering'l osses.

(U) Production of the RF-101rs had halted well before hostllities
began in Southeast Asia and combat losses rapidly reduced the number
of aircraft available, causing the Alr Force to concentrate all
remaining Voodoos ln one squadron at Tan Son Nhut Air Base. As
age and combat cont'inued to take their toll, even those Voodoos
withdrew in November 1970, terminating the long saga of the
McDonnel I RF-101C.
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GTOSSARY OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ABCCC Airborne Battlefield Comnand and Control Center.In SEA, a C-47, C_7, C_'130, or other aircraft
with special corrnunications equipment manned bystaff personnel authorized to'control the air -

batile.

Able Mable

acousti c

AD

ADC

ADVON

AFM

afterburner

U.S. aerial reconnaissance project in SEA using
RF-l0lC's from the l5th and'45ih Tactical Recoi_
naissance Squadrons.

0perated by or utilizing sound waves. The acoustic
sensors reacted to and transmitted detonations,
voices, truck motors, and similar sounds.

Air Division

Air Defense Corrnand

advance echelon

Air Force manual

An auxiliary combustion chamber within, or attachedto, the tailpipe of certain jet engines, in which
19! ylu:ed oxygen of exhaust gases from fuel already
burned is used to burn a second fuel and thus augmeirt
the temperature and density of the exhaust gases as
they leave the tailpipe, with consequent inirease inthrust.

above ground level

Air Attache

Usable or serviceable under any condition of weatheror visibility.
Air Materiel Conrnand

American Embassy

Air Proving Ground Corrnand

Air Research and Development Corrnand

AGt

AI RA

al I -weather

AMC

AMEMBASSY

APGC

ARDC

ut{cLAsstFtEll
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8DA

Blue Tree

CHMMG

CHECO

CI NCPAC

CINCPACAF

CINCPACFLT

COIN

coMUsMcv

crachi n

CSAF

DIA

di ci ng

DMZ

ECM

expl oi t

bomb damage assessment

Pre-strike reconnaissance over North Vietnam.

Chief, Military Assistance Advisory Group

Contemporary Historical Examination of Current
0perations

Corrnander in Chief, Pacific

Corrnander in Chief, Pacific

Cormander in Chief, Pacific

counteri nsurgency

Cormand

Air Forces

Fl eet

fan array

Conmander, U.S. Military Assistance Cormand, Vietnam

Vietnamese term applied to weather periods with low
cloud bases, constant drizzle, occasional heavy rain,
and fog.

Chief of Staff, United States Air Force

Defense Intell igence Agency

A type of reconnaissance mission flown at very low
altitudes to take forrrard or side ob'lique photographs.

demilitarized zone

el ectronic countenneasures

The plotting and interpretation of aerial photography
to derive as much as possible of the intelligence
contained therein, including enlarging the prints,
preparing duplicates or transparencies, and such
other manipulation as might be necessary to assist
in the interpretation.

A camera arrangement of three or more aerial cameras
so mounted as to provide a vertical photograph and
two or more obliques photographs exposed simultaneously
with overlap between each, covering a side-to-side
swath from horizon to horizon.
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FIELD G0AL RT-33 reconnaissance over Laos and Thailand.

foca'l length The length or distance separating the camera 'lens

from the film or plate; more technically, the
length or distance between the rear nodal point
(the point of emergence) of a camera lens and the
focal p1ane.

FY fiscal year

G gravity

GPO Government Printing 0ffice

HF high frequency

ICC International Control Corunission

IFF identification, friend or foe

IMC image motion compensation

IP initial po'int

JCS Joint Chiefs of Staff

JTF Joint Task Force

knots nautical miles per hour

mqCV Military Assistance Corffnand, Vietnam

MAIL P0UCH Courier service by former Field Goa'l RT-33 to
deliver photos and reports from Don Muang

Airport to Tan Son Nhut Air Base, Vientiane' and

Clark Air Base.

MAP Military Assistance Program

m'ilitary power The maximum power or thrust specified-for-an
engine by the manufacturer or by the Air Force
as allowable in flight under specified operating
conditions for periods of 30 minutes duration;
normal rated power.

monsoon A periodic wind; also the period of a wind from
a particular direction.
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NVA

OL

PACAF

panhandl e

North Vietnamese Army

operating Iocation

Pacific Air Forces

With some imagination, the form of both Laos and
North Vietnam can be likened to a handled oot or
Pdn, hence the long "handle" of the pan becomes
the panhandle.

Task force of four RF-101C's from the lSth TRS
to participate in an air show at Saigon in
0ctober .|961.

petroleum, oil and lubricants

photo process'ing ce'l I

photo processing and interpretation facility
pounds per square inch

Reconnaissance Intelligence Technical Squadron

Royal Laotian Air Force

Royal Thai Air Force

Royal Thai Air Force Base

Reconnaissance Task Force

Royal Thai Government

Strategic Air Conmand

surface-to-ai r mi ssi le

A proportion between the photo image and the item
photographed; the ratio of the lens focal length
and the altitude above the ground level at the
instant of exposure with the camera 'level.

simplified camera control system

Southeast Asia

PIPE STEM

POL

PPC

PPIF

psi

RITS

RLAF

RTAF

RTAFB

RTF

RTG

sAc

SAM

Scale (photo)

sccs

SEA
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Southeast Asia Treaty 0rganization

0f, relating to, resembl'ing, or caused by an

eaithquake.- The seismic sensors thus recorded
and transmitted indications of shock waves
passing through the earth caused by footsteps'
vehicle movement, and detonations.

An arrangement of two cameras whose optical axes

are offs6t from vertical to widen the swath of
coverage while retain'ing overlap between the two

sjmultaneously exposed photographs.

Tactical Air Conmand

Tactical Air Reconnaissance Center

I unar new year

Task Force Alpha

Tactical Fighter tJing

Proiect to modify RF-l0'lC camera system to provide
high-speed cameris for low-altitude reconnaissance
and a n'ight photo caPabi l'itY.

(point) A point at which natura'l or cultural
ibaturi:s make it necessary to unload passengers
and/or freight from one conveyance and load them

on another.- Examples are transferring loads from

trucks to boats, or moving freight from railroad
cars of one raj'i gauge to those using a different
gauge.

Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron

Tactical Reconnaissanee l,Jing

ultra high frequencY

United States Air Forces in EuroPe

United States Air Force Security Service

A standard C-47 transport aircraft converted by

installing a new interior wjth bunks, tables'
seats, and simi'lar comfort features'

157

SEATO

sei smi c

sol i t-verti cal

TAC

TARC

Tet

TFA

TFl^l

Toy Tiger

transshi pment

TRS

TRl,l

UHF

USAFE

USAFSS

vc-47

UNCLASSIFIED
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VFR visual flight ru'les

VNAF South Vietnamese Air Force

l.lADC Wright Air Development Center

WAIS Weekly Air Intelligence Surmary

YANKEE TEAM Reconnaissance program over Laos, initia'lly by
RF-l0lC's and Navy reconnaissance aircraft.
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APPENDTX | -- VOODOO CHRONOTqGY

t

12 February L952 (U) McDonnell Aircraft Corporation presented
-#-

propose--specifications for the first B,J'-101A.

October l9l? (U) Headguarrers, Air Research

-man-d 

(mncl , sdared rhe requirement
reconnaissance version of the F-101A.

. and Development
for a photo

August !953 (U) McDonneLl Aircraft Corporation presented

-EheTF-l0lA 

design proposal, but the Air l,tateriel
Con'mand (A"YC) and the Wright Air Development Center
(I^IADC) rejeeted the design because it contaiged coo
many experimental components.

13 January f954 (U) RF-101A mock-up approved.

July 1955 (C) Firsr flighr of the YRF-101A. 
'"1'

June 1956 (U) The Air Force redesignated RF-lOlAs rugnbered

- 
5Cf62 through 56-321 as RF-1OICs.

22 March 1957 (U) The Air Force assigned the first RF-101As
to a reconnaissance wing at Shaw Air Force-Base.

January 1959 (U) The 15th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron
(TRS), Pacific Air Forces (PACAF) | was operational with
RF-lOlCs. '

March 1959 (U) The 45rh TRS,--nFf0lcs. PACAF, nas operational with

6 June 1960 (C) Four Tactical Air- ---de!T6.yed to Don Muang Airporr,
l0 large objectives in 2 days
Government (RTG).

oa

Command (TAC) RF-10ICs
Thailand, to photograph

for the RqJral Thai

I March 196I €) Three RF-IO1Cs from the 15&trr TRS deployed
to Takhli Royal Thai Air Force Base (RTAFB) for Southeast
Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) Exercise Air Bull.

18_ October 1961 €) The Pipe Stem Task ForcfRF-l0lCs and
photo processing cell (PPC) arrived at Tan Son Nhut Air
Base.

23 October 1961 A) The Pipe Steo RF-101Cs photographed
- -5viet-fFf4 

transport- aircraf r parachuling Eupllies
into Tchepone Airfield, Laos.
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25 October 1961 (f) Two RF-101Cs photographing a Soviet
- --TirEo!-EE tctrepone were subjLcted-to- antlaircraft

fire.

7 November 1961 6) Four M-l0lCs arrived at'Don Muang
- ---EIrporEJhailand, as the Able Mable Task Force.

18 November 1961 (C? The Pipe Stem PPC at Tan Son Nhut
Air Base was designated Operating Location Nr:mber
Two (OL-2) for AbIe Mable.

21 November l96I (6) The International Control Cornrnission
- --TTCO-piesEed for the removal of the Pipe Stem RF-101Cs,

causing the force to return Eo Kadena Air Base. It left
the PPC at Tan Son Nhut Air Base as the Able l{able OL-2.

T2 l{ay L962 (F) Joinr
- --Tn-Southeast Asia

defense of Laos.

Task Force 116 (JTF-116) was activated
using Ehe contingency plan for the

23 WJ L962 (8) The 15rh TRS replaced rhe 45rh TRS gn Able
- --Fia5Tidutv.

WJ 1962 Qd) *r-a0ra" rnodified under Project Toy Tiger
arrived at Kadena Air Base for tests in Southeast
Asia.

14 August l-962 gj Antiaircraft fire hit and seriously
damaged an RF-101C over Route 7 in Laos.

I September 1962 gf The- 
-reTNdFAd)l-au 

tho r L z e d
Laos.

Commander-in-Chief , Pacific
limited reconnaissance over

3 November 1962 Q)
United States
crisis.

November 1962 G,
all US aerial

The Toy Tiger RF-101Cs returned to the
fo{ possible use in the Cuban Uissile

The Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) terminated
reconnaissance overflight of Laos.

6

14 Noveurb er L962 @ The 45rh TRS replaced rhe ffrh TRS on
- -- .FETe TaEIE-durv.

14 December L962 (E> The Able Mable Task Forc€, completed a

- 
- Eove*-fr6i'Ton Muang Airport, Thailand, to tan 3on Nhut

Air Base, South Vietnam.

.sfefftT. "
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l April L9f3 6, The strength of the Able
grew to six PJ-I01Cs.

{ey 1961 (t) The 15th TRS replaced the--XtETe duty.

Novernber 1963 Ctt The 45th TRS replaced
AbIe Mable duty.

),IgI 1964 CO) The 15th TRS replaced the
MabIe dut.v.

Mable Task Force

45th TRS on Able

the 15th TRS on

45th TRS on Able

I

1I

1

17 May 1964 €9) Pathet Lao forces drove the Neutralist
- -ToicEd from the Plain of Jars to open a ne\t campaign

to control all of Laos. .-,

19 May'L964 A Four RF-lOICs flew Ehe first reconnaissance
- --Goiffis over Laos since Decenber 1962.

22 i{.ay L964 (d The JCS assigned the nickpame Yankee Team
to sorties over Laos. t

9 June 1964 (3) As a reaction to rhe 5[gwning of two Navy
- ---aiiE;Af t over Laos , the JCS orderd'il strikes on anti-

aircraft gun sites at Xieng Khouang.

1 August 1964 AA The Able Mable Task Force began scheduling
- ---Atiff-Eather reconnaissance missions over Laos.

9 Aueust 1964 (t) Six RF-101Cs of the 20th*TRS and two
replacemenE RF-l01Cs arrived at Kadena Air Base.

21 Novernber 1964 G? Antiaircraft fire destroyed an RF-l01C
- 

-- oier T'an-FEan Nop, the f irst such loss in Southeast Asia.
Rescue aircraft picked up the pilot.

I February 1965 (G, The 45th TRS replaced the 15th TRS on
- --T6-IfI'taETd duty, bringing rnodified RF-101cs to southeast

Asia for the first time.

Z Febru44y !965 (P) Viet Cong attacks on an Army command
- --TfFTeilil-sparked the fiist US bombing of 

"North 
Vietnam.

10 Felru_ary f9€! t+t Viet Cong attacks on US billets at
- --aui-TEon resulced in USAF and South Vietnamese Air

Force (VMF) air strikes against ta5gets in North
Vietnam
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18 March Lg65 (e7 The JCS issued operations or'der Blue

--
Tree to formalize daily reconnaissance flights over
North Vietnam. ,

31 l'larch L965 (9 Four RF-101Cs from the l5th TRS arrived
at Utlorn RTAFB to form the Green PythorL Task Force.

29 April L965 Q) The Green Python Task Force lost its first
RF-101e. The pilot landed safely but rtas c4ptured.

29 April L965 (t> Three RF-101Cs flew the first electronic
countenneasures (ECM) nission over North !i*etnam in
support of a strike mission. *r

g M": L965 A Six RF-101Cs of the 363d Tactical Reconnais-
sance l.Iing (TRW) from TAC, then on tempora4Jr duty at
Kadena Air Base, augmented the Green Python Task Force
at Udorn RTAFB.

6 Novesrber L955 Q) The M-101Cs of rhe 45th fi.S returned
to Misa\ra Air Base , Japan.

11-13, \ovember Lg65 G| The 20th TRS, without Jircraft,
moved from Shaw Air Force Base to Tan Son llhut Air
Base, where it took over the AbIe Mable nission. The
15th TRS provided 12 RF-101Cs for rhe usq, of the new
squadron.

18 February 1966 <A, PACAF acrivared the 46Q.qF TRI{ ar Tan
- -ffiE'uffilr Base.

30 March 1966 (U) The 20rh TRS moved irs S,!'-101Cs from
Tan Son Nhut Air Base to Udorn RTAFB to replace the
Green Python Task Force.

30 March 1966 (U) The 45rh TRS senr L2 RF-lOlCs ro Tan Son
- ThutE Base to take over Able Mable duties.
I April 1966 (U) PACAF acrivared Sevenrh Air Force at Tan

Son Nhut Air Base to replace the 2d Air. Division.
23 July 1956 (€) PACAF moved all of rhe 45rh TRS aircrafr

and personnel to Tan Son llhut Air Baee. as Detachment 1
of that squadron.

18 L966 (l) PACAF acrivated rhe 432d TRIJ ar Udorn

21 June
an

L967 (€) A surface-to-air missile (SAM)
RF=I0lC southwest of Hoa Binh, the first

destroyed
loss to a SA$.

'-steRfl+
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?8 August 1967 A The 45th TRS deployed a photo processing
- --'nFifr'EFrprLtation facility (PPIF) to Phu Cat Air Base

to support reconnaissance missions over northern South
Vietnam.

16 Septenber L967 Q) Seventh Air Force prohibited RF-101C

- --SfTes 6dF northern North Vietnan

31 October L967 (* PACAF deactivated the 20th TRS at Udorn

- TTEFB aAil-transferred its personnel and RF-101Cs to Tan
Son Nhut Air Base.

3l March L968 (Al President Johnson halted all bombardment

- -fNoTEtr 
vietnam above the panhandle. Reconnaissance

continued.

31 October 1968 (U) President Johnson halted bonbardment
- oT tfl-diNorth Vietnan. Reconnaissance continued.

28 October 1969 (9 Forward operating Location (FoL) at
- -Tffi-CaFlffir Base closed and personnel and equipmerrt

returned to Tan Son Nhut Air Base

6 May 1970 (ttt The JCS authorized tactical aerial recon-
- 

-nE'll-ssance 
over Cambodia Eo a depth of 60 nautical miles.

1970 C, Det 1, 45th TRS, halted all reconnais-
6!-rations preparatory to inactivation.
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I Novenber
sance

16 November 1970 A The last RF-101C Left Tan Son Nhut

- 
-TTilEdsFEr the United States.
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APPENDIX II -- RF-IOIA/C DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTERISTICS

DESCRIPIION

G, The RF-101 (A&C) is a single-seat , twin-j et f ighter
llpe aircraft (McDonnell) of sweptback wing_3nd tail design.
It is powered by two J57-P-13 pritt and tthlt-ney engines,
I-at.{ at 15,000-pounds thrust wirh afterburner in 5peration.
The "C" series differs from the "A" onlv in Ehe intLrnal
structure, which has been strengthened io allqyr maneuver
load factors up to 7.33 Gs. Th; aircraft is equipped with
the Simplified-Universal Camera Control Sysrem'CSUbCS), and
has three cr-era bays (one each for split- vertical, forward
oblique, and tri-metrogon installatioirs). The cockpiE is
provided with an ejection seat, 5.0 psi differential pres-
surization, pressure suit provisions, a liquid oxygen system
and a jettisonable canopy.- .t:4

gl Special features include speed brakes, power-operated(hydraulic) irreversible flight contiols, all-movible stabili-
zer_, MB-I autopilot, in-flight refueling provis!.ayls (both
probe-drogue -and flying boorn methods single-point ground
refueling and a drag pirachute.

{sffif'
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CHAMCTERISTICS (As of 25 January 1959)

({t PHYSICAL cHARAcrERrsrrcs* (s) oPEB4I_I9ML CIIAP"ACTERIST IC S*

Wingspan

LengEh

Height

l.Ieight
Empty
Combat
Takeoff

Fuel (.fP-4)**

39 .7 fr
69.3 ft
18.0 fr

26,136 lbs
36,586 lbs
48,133 lbs

3,150 gals
(20,475 lbs)

Combat Radius

Speed (max power)
Combat G44,O00 f t
(nach 1 .5)
Maximr:m @35 ,000 f t
(rnach 1 ,5) ., b

Ceiling, Service (con-
bat weight) " .'

Ceiling, Combat (com-
bat weight)

C1inb, MiI Por"t'G'
Sea Level

.r.t

Climb, Max Power G
Sea Level

Ground Run, Mi.l.Jower

Ground Run, Max Power

Landing Roll, Ngmal
(speed brake)

Landing Ro11,.t4,/Drag
Chute and Speed
Brakes Extended

888 NM

768 kts

875 kts

45,200 ft

50, 600 fr

8,300 fpn

36,600 fpm

5,650 f t
3,380 fr

4,225 f E

2,950 ft

**

Applies to RF-101C
basic rnission

Includes two 450 gallon
external drop tanks
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APPENDIX III .. RF-IOIC TOSSES IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

21 November 1964. (t) Ground fire dowae.d.an RF-IOIC near
- -Tin'-PFai-N6'p, Laos. The pilot !{as rescued.

13 January 1965. @ Enemy antiaircraft fire downed an RF-

3 April 1965. ($ Eneny anEiaircraft fire downed an RF-101C.
- --TEelifot returned- to US control with the Pows in 1973.

29 April 1965. (l) Eneny antiaircraft fire downed an RF-101C

- near-3ffi Neua. Laos. The pilot was listed as nissing in
action.

I M"y !961. C Autmatic weapons fire downed an RF-101C on
- 

-a-hT-ssion 
over North Vietnarn. No parachute \das seen.

22 liay 1965. p) Mechanical failure caused an RF-101C to
-- --TradE_on landing at Ubon RTAFB. The aircraft was

destroyed but the pilot was uninjured.

29 Jqne 1965-. (lt Enemy antiaircraft fire downed an RF-101C
oveiTFe Son La Army Barracks, 140 miles northwest of
Hanoi. The pilot was listed as missing in action.

July 1965. G) Ground fire hit an RF-101C near Phu Tho,

-cau@ 
it to explode. The pilot was killed in action.

August 1965. (?) Antiaircraft fire downed an RF-101C
--t+sa-rg6T berween Phu Tho and Viet Tri. The pilot was

listed as missing in action.

29

13

27, September 1965. gt) Intense automatic rdeapons fire hit
- --FTdId #r6=2o4 approximateLy 27 nautical miles north

of Thanh Hoa. The aircraft caught fire and broke up.
The pilot was listed as missing in action.

17 0ctober 1965. €) Antiaircraft fire heavily damaged

- 
--TFTOle-f50-fZ8 near Yan Bai. The aircraft was destroyed

on landing, the pilot was injured slightly.
1 November 1965. t3) Antiaircraf t fire hit P.F-101C #56-174- --hil^e ffias at 500 feet pnd high speed southwest of

Hanoi and caused it to crash. The pilot was listed as
missing in action.
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26 January L966. tf) Ground f ire hit "n h'tr-tOtC over lhe
- --nan S6i-Earracks in North Vietnam. The pilot was

returned with the other POlils in L973.

T.March L966. (Q Two RF-101Cs on a mission to an area 30
- n'auEical miles north of Vinh disappeared fiithout a

trace. The two pilots are listed as killed in action.
(SAMs suspected)

21 March 1966. (*f Ground fire hit and set .efire RF-101C

- -f56-O65-while 
it was flying along Route""t between Vinh

and Thanh Hoa . The pilot \,tas returned wiEh the POlls.

3 April L966. (la) Ground fire hit RF-l0LC lt56-L72 over NorEh
- 

-VieEnan'. 
The pilot ejected and was capCilted. He

returned to US control with the POWs in L973.

22 Apritl L966. A, An RF-101C apparrently-was hit by ground
- 

--TEe-over the'Cao Nung Railrbia sriage'5tld the pilot
ejected. He,vras a POW until 1973.

6 July L966. (O) RF-101C /156-051 failed tb teturn from a
- --Gi6EIon over northern North Vietnam. The captured

lsas a POW until L973.

31 Julv 1966. (t RF-101C tt56-226 failed t.o return from a

- --mTssfoi in the Hanoi aiea. The pilot'frEs captured
and released in 1973 with the other POltrs.

7 August 1966. (C) On a low-altitude mission in poor hTeather
over wesrern ilorth Vietnam, Ehe pilot of RF-i01 tl56-064
flew into the ground, but the aircraft bounced high
enough for him to eject. He was rescued.

12 Ausust L966. (a) RF-101C /156-056 disafpeared while on a---nlssion-Tn the Hanoi area. The pilot was listed as
missing in action.

! November L966. (r?) Ground f ire hir RI+oLC ll56-L75 while
-TE*TEs-FIling over the Dl4Z. The pTfot ejected over the

nater of the Gulf of Tonkin and was rescued.

December L966. (ef Ground f ire hit RF-IOLC 1156-165 over---TortE VG-tnam. The pilot ejected and"ribs in radio
contact, but rescue was impossible. The pilot was
listed as missing in action.

I
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8 February L967 . e, Antiaircraft f ire hi,.r. RF-10LC lf56-203
over the towei panhandle of North Vietnam, setting it
afire. The pilbt ejected over the Gulf of Tonkin and
a Navy desEroyer Picked him uP.

20 Mav ]1967. (€i While on a mission in ttre irdnoi area the
- 

-=-f-if-r 
of i.r:f OfC #56-L2O reporred that he had been hlt.

No further contact was made'and the aircraft failed to
return. The piloE was listed as missing in action'

21 June Lg67. (t? nr-rolc #56-085 caught ri?e.and began to
- com-Z!'art aiter being hit by antiaircraft fire near

Hanoi.- The pilot ejected and was rescuecl'

7 July Lg67. (et RF-101C /156-096 lost both fngines shortly
atter c.*.oif froro Tan Son NhutsAir Base and crashed'
The pilot ejected and landed with only minor injuries '

25 Julv Lg67. $ y."6"nica1 failure ""t'"jffRF-101c #56.049
to crash. The Pilot was uninjured.

1 August ir967. 9? I surface-to-air missil-e hit RF-101C
= trd_2-0-7-while ir was on a mission in the--Hanoi area.

ihe pilot did not eject, and was listed as missing
in action.

9 Aususr Lg67. g1 RF-fgIC !t56-225 collidi'with an Armyt =ffitffiii.doi.t o.,r.r Sburh Vietnam. The pilot ejected
and landed with minor injuries -

16 September 1967.
- 

--NortE-Tietnan.
was captured.

€J a MrG downed RF-1018 /f56-180 over
Ihe pilot ejected, 1"1999 safely, and
He wai repatiiated in 1973-

18 october 1967. (t) The pilot of RF-10|! tl56-2|2 lost the
- - 

"6pl"*iigttt conrroi system at a VEry low altitude
over Laos. fi. ejected ani was rescued several hours
later.

18 Februarv 1958. (tt
-+-r- --?EstroyecfRF-101C

Nhut Air Base.

Enemy rockets and?ortar rounds
tt56-i82 on the ground at Tan Son

6 AuRust 1968. {At._ rover Ene rower
all control of
Gulf of Tonkin

Auromatic \{eapons ri?€ nit RF-101c tt56-2L5
oanhandle of ilorth Vietnan. After losing
ihe aircraft,the pilot ejected over the
and was resuced.
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DI STRIBUTION

toy

1. SAFOS
2, SAFUS
3. SAFAL
4. SAFMI
5. SAFFM
6. SAFGC
7. SAFLL
8. SAFOI
9. SAFM

10. SAFMR

11. AFCC
T2. AFCV
13. AFCVA
14. AFCCN

15. AFCVS

16. AFIG

L7. AFJA

18. AFIN

19-24. AFPA (For Internal
nis tribution)

25. AFSA
26. AFSMI

AFISC/HO
AFLC/H0
AFMPC/DPMEOI
AFOSI /HO
AFRES/HO
AFSC/HO
AFTAC/HO
ARPC/HO
ATC/HO
AFESC
MAC/ CSH
PACAF/HO
SAC/HO
TAC/HO
USAFA/HO
USAFE/HO
AFTEC/HO
USAFSS/H0
AULD
AFSINC
AFMSC
AF Conm Serv.
Sec Police
AFSHRC
AF/CVAH(S) (Stock)

lt

56-57.
58.
FN

60-61.
62- 68 .

69.
1n

74.
75-76.
77-78.
79-80.
81-84.

Rq

86-87.
88.
aq
90.
91.
q?
q<
94,

9s-146.
147-15s.

z/-55 AFXO (For Internal
Dis tributionJ

36-41. AFRD (For Internal
Dis tribution

42-46. AFLE (For Internal
Distribution)

47. NGB

48. ANG/HO

MAJOR COMMANDS

49. AAC/HO
50. ADCOM/HO
51. AFAA/CE
52. AFAFC/H0
5 3. AFCS/H0
54. AFIS/HO
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